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Cherry ripe
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B U I L D E R S
Established 1977

Jason Graf

Registered Building Practitioner

0418 654 555
Office: 9728 8477 Fax: 9728 8422
jason.graf@chapmangardner.com.au
www.chapmangardnerbuilders.com.au

l Young Bloods on the
march and ready for
season 2015, P34

peter gardiner

LLB

general legal practitioner
40 years in legal practice
office 1, 2 colin avenue
warrandyte
(adjacent to goldfields)

telephone 9844 1111
fax 9844 1792
peter@pgardiner.com

“The worst crime is faking it.”
— Kurt Cobain
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NEXT ISSUE
Next issue of the Diary will be published on Tuesday, April 14, 2015. Advertising and
editorial copy closes Friday, March 27, 2015.

OUR NEWSPAPER
The Warrandyte Diary was established in 1970 as a small local newsletter. Although it has
developed over the years, it has retained its strong community character, being produced
mostly by volunteers with only one aim: to serve its community. Financed solely through
advertising, it guards its not-for-profit, non-commercial status and its independent voice. The
Diary carries a strong editorial bias towards the people, environment and character of the
place it serves. Its monthly circulation is 4000 copies and it is available in Warrandyte, North
Warrandyte, South Warrandyte, Park Orchards, Wonga Park, Warranwood, North Ringwood,
Kangaroo Ground and Research.

A SPECIAL PLACE
Warrandyte (approximate population 8000) is situated on the Yarra River, some 27km from
Melbourne. For countless ages a well-stocked hunting ground of the Wurundjeri people,
in 1851 Warrandyte became the site of the first official gold discovery in Victoria. It soon
established its character as a small, self-sustaining community set in a beautiful river valley.
Around 1900 the miners, orchardists and tradespeople were joined by a number of young
painters who were founding the Australian nationalist arts tradition. Now a commuter suburb
of Melbourne, the natural beauty, community spirit and sense of independence of Warrandyte
has been largely retained. This newspaper is the voice and true expression of that spirit.

Minutes of the meeting of RSPAC
(Really Silly People in Animal Costumes)
living with
The Trotts

MARCH

Embroideries
Kilims

HOURS
Tues–Sat: 11am–5pm
Sundays: 12noon–5pm

RESENT: Yo Gabba
Gabba, Wonderwoman, Poppa Smurf,
Bob the Builder, Elmer Fudd, Leonardo
Ninja Turtle, Noddy, Pink
Panther, R2D2, Dave the Dog,
Captain Koala.
Apologies were received
from Pinocchio who was suffering from a long-running
nose complaint and Bananas
in Pyjamas who were bruised.
Chairman Noddy welcomed
Captain Koala from the Warrandyte Festival who had
asked that his identity not be
revealed. Chairman Noddy
assured Neville it wouldn’t be.
The Pink Panther moved that
the minutes of the previous
meeting be accepted and R2D2
seconded the motion which
was carried somewhere else.
The Treasurer said her report wasn’t ready because
the accounts were a complete mess and she wasn’t
wonder woman. Chairman
Noddy pointed out that she
was and moved on to General
Business.
Heat policy. Yo Gabba Gabba
said hot days were a health
and safety issue in a full body
suit and proposed a surcharge
for days over 35 degrees. Dave
the Dog supported the motion
saying he was on heat most
of the time. Poppa Smurf said
he was sympathetic to Dave’s
problem but could he please
get off his leg.
Actors’ Equity. Chairman
Noddy explained to Captain
Koala that RSPAC is pushing
for Actors’ Equity affiliation,
given that many celebrities
start their careers as costume

characters; Angelina Jolie got
her big break in a Tim Tam suit
and George Clooney started as
a worming tablet, according to
Pinocchio.
Complaints. A number of
complaints from the public
were discussed:
Mrs Droop of Croydon was
seeking compensation from
Larfo the Clown for driving his
car through her rose garden.
Members were reminded of
the dangers of driving in giant
shoes.
Mrs Omagosh of Wonga Park
complained that Angelina
Ballerina’s exhibition of pole
dancing was inappropriate for

seven year olds.
Mrs Wickless of Briar
Hill objected to paying
$100 for a children’s party
appearance by Batman who
turned out to be a pensioner
in a fat suit riding a Batmobility scooter. The explanation
that Batman first appeared
in 1939 making Bruce Wayne
76 was of no comfort to the
children. The presence of
Geriatric Wonder blurting Holy Incontinence
Batman! and similar
inanities did nothing
to alleviate their disappointment.
Mr Abbott of Warringah
complained that Malcolm the
Mole had caused a nasty spill
in his party room.
Mr Pyles of Eltham complained that Dave the Dog had
repeatedly filled his dog bowl
with Johnnie Walker pilfered
from their drinks cabinet.
Mrs Oddsocks of Eltham
South complained that while
accepting that some breeds
are inherently lazy, she expected more from Dave the
Dog than lying on the doormat
for an hour passing wind.
Mr Butterbuns of Eltham
North expressed regret at
setting Dave the Dog’s tail

alight at their local street
barbecue, but maintained that
being called an illegitimate fornicator so the entire suburb
could hear was inappropriate
from a character meant to be
essentially mute.
Extended discussion took
place about a complaint from
a Mr Gumsore of Park Orchards about Bob the Builder
and an alleged assault on Mr
Gumsore‘s 10-year-old son.
Bob the Builder, who was present at the meeting, claimed to
have been provoked when the
child kicked him in the tool
bag. Leonardo Ninja Turtle
said the kid deserved everything he got, and Chairman
Noddy told him to stop being
a mutant. Elmer Fudd pointed
out that B-b-bob the B-b-builder was actually played by
B-b-betty B-b-bottomley who
didn’t have a tool b-b-bag in
the euphamistic sense. Betty
said she may not have a tool
bag but she did have feelings which was why she had
pinned the child to the wall
with her nail gun.
Warrandyte Festival. Captain
Koala reported another successful Warrandyte Festival
highlighted by his appearance
in the CFA’s Captain Koala
& Firefighter April Show. He
expressed strong support for
Yo Gabba Gabba’s 35-degree
proposal, having himself overheated doing the Firefighter
Shuffle resulting in several
children soiling themselves
when he took his head off.
Captain Koala reported that
other delightful costumes
were worn by Queen Cherry
and King Joff, the Town Crier
and a host of school children
dressed like potters and artists in berets and corduroy.
ALAN CORNELL
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Wildlife slaughter
Roo killers could face up to two years in jail

By BRIANNA PIAZZA

WARRANDYTE car wash workers
hope CCTV footage will help police
catch the person or group of people
who dumped 11 dead kangaroos
outside their workplace last month.
Six kangaroos were mysteriously
dumped in an industrial bin outside
the carwash near Goldfields Plaza in
late February.
George Vattakuzhy discovered
another five dead kangaroos in the
same spot while working just one
week later.
The car wash’s manager, Samantha O’Brien, said the business had
never encountered such “worrying”
behaviour before.
“They dumped the kangaroos in an
area where it’s built up – there’s a
shopping centre next door and there
are always kids and families around.
It’s frightening,” Samantha said.
“People live in Warrandyte because
they like native wildlife and the environment but even if somebody does
view kangaroos as pests it doesn’t
give them the right to basically
slaughter them.”
Workers say warm weather caused
the bin to develop a strong, disgusting odour, which was unsettling for
those who were left to remove the
kangaroos and clean the bin after the
shocking discovery.
“You just don’t go to work expecting to see and deal with something
so horrible,” Samantha said.
“It’s a slow process but we’re reviewing the footage carefully with
the hope that police will be able to
identify whoever did this.”
Warrandyte Police senior constable
Daniel Logan said the carcasses were
so badly decomposed that police
couldn’t determine how the kangaroos had been killed.
He said half of the kangaroos found
were juveniles.
“This is a really nice area, this sort
of activity is very disturbing and
we’re very anxious to catch the people or the person doing this,” he said.
“We have to assume that it’s someone around this area, because you
wouldn’t really travel long distances

On the hunt: Warrandyte police and local rangers meet at the car wash recently to discuss the grisly find.

in a car with several dead kangaroos.”
Just one day after the five kangaroos were dumped in the industrial
bin at the carwash, a council worker
discovered the headless body of an
adult female kangaroo on Brysons
Rd, Wonga Park.
“The council worker who saw the
kangaroo said it wasn’t an animal
– animals tear and rip,” senior constable Logan said.
“A clean and sharp object had removed the kangaroo’s head.”
These recent incidents come after

two kangaroos were shot in the head
and neck with arrows in Templestowe in recent times.
Police are investigating whether
the deaths are connected, with
senior constable Logan saying it’s
possible someone chopped off the
kangaroo’s head to disguise the
fact that it had been injured with
an arrow.
Kangaroos are protected under the
Wildlife Act 1975.
Anyone found guilty of killing or
seriously disabling protected wildlife

faces a possible jail sentence of up
to two years.
News of the dumped bodies has
spread on social media, with Diary
readers labelling the incidents as
“disgusting” and “horrible”.
Wildlife Victoria CEO Karen Masson
was “sickened” to hear the reports
about the kangaroos.
“We have an amazing team of
volunteers who work extremely
hard to assist sick and injured kangaroos reported to our Emergency
Response Service every day, so it’s

heartbreaking to hear that someone
in the community would treat native
wildlife in such an horrific manner,”
Ms Masson said.
“We sincerely hope the culprits are
found and held accountable.”
Police have urged residents to be
aware of suspicious activity around
Warrandyte and the state parks.
l Anyone with infor mation
should contact Crime Stoppers on
1300 333 000. The Warrandyte
Diary will keep readers updated
through our website.

Hunting fears in Warrandyte State Park
By BRIANNA PIAZZA

POLICE were called to a house in
Webb St last month after a property
owner found a stranger’s vehicle
parked on his private property.
The owner of the property, which
borders state park, called police to
his house believing somebody was
hunting in the area surrounding his
house.
According to police, a man dressed
in a camouflage jacket with binoculars and a hunting dog emerged
from the forest about half an hour
after three police officers arrived at
the scene.
Police questioned the man, who
said he had become lost and didn’t
realise he had parked on private

land. Warrandyte Police senior constable Leah Thowless said there was
“no evidence that the man was hunting that day” as he didn’t have a gun
or ammunition when he presented
himself to police.
The Diary understands that the
man, who was from Mitcham, told
police he had been practicing tracking with his dog.
However, she said Parks Victoria
may decide to issue the Mitcham
man with a fine for taking his dog
into the state park.
Dogs aren’t allowed in Warrandyte
State Park, except on a lead at Norman Reserve, Taroona Reserve and
Koornong Reserve.
However, the Diary understands

the man has not been charged or
issued with a warning.
A Parks Victoria spokesperson told
the Diary that Parks Victoria has
been liaising with police and is still
investigating the matter.
The property owner told the Diary
he wasn’t satisfied with the response.
Instead, he’s increasingly concerned about possible hunting in the
forest surrounding his house, after
hearing what sounded like gunshots
in recent weeks.
“There have been four or five
incidents recently where I’ve heard
distinctive gunshots going off down
the bottom of our property, along
Gold Memorial Rd. Police have been
called on every occasion,” said the

property owner, who wished not to
be named.
“I’m concerned that not only are
people trespassing on my private
property, but they may also be hunting near my house.
“Given a lot of the terrain, people
would often be shooting uphill and
if they missed then they could hit
myself, my wife, my 13-year-old son
or our livestock.”
The landowner says he has installed several day and night cameras with motion sensors around his
property since the incident, with
the intention of handing footage of
suspicious activity to police.
Anybody with information should
contact police.

On the flipside

For the love of our
wildlife. Full report on
our carers P6.

Small business owners –

We specialise in helping businesses achieve their
financial goals by offering personalised service.
Contact us for a business plan health check.
We welcome business and personal tax enquiries.

DEAD, DANGEROUS & LARGE TREE SPECIALIST
tree removals – tree pruning & surgery
stump removal – storm damage – prompt reliable service
free quotes and advice – 24 hour service
fully insured – experienced climber

Brian Spurrell FCPA (local resident) and associate
Hien Hoang CPA guarantee personalised attention
to all accounting/tax requirements and business advice.

We will visit you.

“We are the accountants who care”
Personalised Taxation &
Accounting Services Pty Ltd

Certified Practising Accountants

BEN 0417 364 178 – Qualified arborist
Your local service provider for 15 years

PO Box 143, Warrandyte, 3113

T: 9844 2409 or 0412 011 946
E: info@ptasaccountants.com.au
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No movement at station
By BRIANNA PIAZZA

MANNINGHAM council is still awaiting additional information before it
can make a decision on a proposal to
build a service station in Yarra Street.
Platinum King launched an application to build a service station with six
petrol bowsers at 1-5 Yarra St in late
2013, about the same time United Petroleum began selling petrol without

a permit at its site further up Yarra St.
United’s actions were met with
outrage from neighbours who questioned their safety as the independent Australian owned company sold
petrol at the site without a permit.
While the United petrol station is
no longer operating, Platinum King’s
proposal to build a petrol station at
1-5 Yarra St near the roundabout of

Harris Gully Rd has also been somewhat controversial.
Platinum King’s plans gained further opposition from surrounding
residents in mid 2014 when soil
was dumped illegally at its site in
Warrandyte.
The Country Fire Authority and
VicRoads requested additional information from Platinum King after the

company submitted its proposal to
Manningham council.
Manningham chief executive Joe
Carbone says this is a common step
in the planning process.
“VicRoads requested further details on sweep paths (used in road
design to make sure there is sufficient room for turning vehicles to operate safely) and traffic management

measures on the site of the proposed
development,” Mr Carbone said.
“The CFA requested an updated response to the Bushfire Management
Overlay, due to the requirements of
the Overlay changing shortly after
the application was lodged.”
The Diary will continue to provide
readers with updates in print and
online at our website.

Calmer waters for Melbourne Hill Rd
By MICHELLE PINI

A SOLUTION to Melbourne Hill
Road’s drainage issue could become the benchmark for other
ecologically sensitive catchments
within Manningham.
An epic struggle by residents for
sustainable, cost effective stormwater management has inspired
a new approach by Manningham
council.
Although originally set to enforce an unpopular and costly
scheme for localised flooding
issues in the catchment, after sustained community campaigning
council engineers are now considering alternative solutions.

Council has obtained a $50,000
grant from the state-funded Living Rivers Program (a previously
unexplored option), which will
be matched from council coffers
to provide a $100,000 budget.
This will allow investigation of
more environmentally sustainable
stormwater management possibilities in the troubled catchment.
Consulting engineering group
BMT WBM has been appointed
to conduct this feasibility study,
which is planned for completion
by the end of May.
Council has also undertaken a
more consultative approach to
management of the issue. For-

malised in a ‘Terms of Reference’
document instigated by the community representative panel, this
approach is an effort to bring
more open and informed discussion around the issue.
Highly regarded strategic environmental engineer and president
of Stormwater Australia, Andrew
Allen, was a welcome new addition to the recent reference panel
meeting.
It is expected Allen, who had
been seconded from Manningham
council to the office of Living Victoria during much of the original
resident/council debate, will add
his considerable depth of knowl-

edge in sustainable flood mitigation to the project.
Cr Sophy Galbally, who has continued to campaign for a balanced
solution to flood management in
the catchment is satisfied with the
progress so far.
“I was pleased to meet the senior executives from BMT WBM
at the recent reference panel
meeting where residents, council
engineers and ward councillors
were able to convey the issues
they hope this study may be able
to address. I sincerely hope the
consultants’ report, which is welcomed by all, will provide council
with innovative and sustainable

options for all areas in need of
flood mitigation, particularly in
the Mullum Mullum ward,” Cr Galbally said.
Residents’ spokesperson Peter
Noye told the Diary: “The representative panel stand committed
to a more environmentally sustainable and economical outcome.
We thank the councillors for
voting towards seeking a more
cost effective and sustainable alternative.”
The next community meeting
on the Melbourne Hill Rd issue
will be held at Warrandyte Uniting Church, Taroona Ave tonight
(March 10) at 8pm.

Nillumbik backs CEO for another five
NILLUMBIK Shire Council has reappointed chief executive officer Stuart
Burdack for another five-year term.
Mr Burdack joined Nillumbik in
2010 from the Shire of Glenelg and
his contract was due to expire in July.
“With council’s and Stuart’s leadership, Nillumbik has continued
to make significant improvements
to our community and customer

service, organisational efficiency,
delivery of major projects and the
completion of important strategic
planning for the future whilst delivering the strategic objectives of the
Council Plan,” Nillumbik mayor Cr
Helen Coleman said.
“Council acknowledges the positive
work that has been happening in
the organisation and the significant

challenges for the future. We were
very impressed with the level of
confidence and enthusiasm that
Stuart demonstrated in addressing
these challenges together with our
preparation of the organisation for
the future.
“With council and Stuart’s guidance
and leadership, councillors believe
that Nillumbik will be in a strong po-

sition to continue working together
in delivering excellent services to
the Nillumbik community and to
successfully manage any challenges
that come our way.”
Mr Burdack said he felt privileged
to have led the organisation over
the past four and a half years as
council had undertaken important
initiatives.

High five: CEO Stuart Burdack.

COLOURING COMPETITION

Ages 4 – 10 Closes 5pm Friday, 3 April 2015.
Drop off at the Lolly Shop, 207 Yarra Street 9844 3011

First name:.................................................. Age:.........
Phone:.........................................................
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Taking the bait
By BRIANNA PIAZZA

Cat poll
goes
national
WARRANDYTE’S cat poll issue
and Warrandyte Community
Association’s Dick Davies featured in Channel 10’s morning
show Studio 10 last month
thanks to the powerful reach of
the new Diary website.
A news item from the WCA
advising a local poll on a ‘Cat
Curfew’ appeared on the website on the Monday night before
publication of the hard copy
newspaper on the Tuesday of
the February edition.
It was picked up by the Herald
Sun in its Tuesday edition (inaccurately and without acknowledgement) and subsequently by
Channel 10.
WCA President, Dick Davies,
was then invited to explain what
was going on to Ita Buttrose and
others on the Wednesday show.
WCA member, Carole Lush,
said the poll was still open for
people to vote on the issue.
“So far, 60% are in favour of at
least a dawn to dusk curfew,”
Carole said.
Register your opinion by voting at http://warrandyte.org.au/
cat-curfew-vote-now

ONE of the residents leading the campaign to cull rabbits living around
Bradleys Lane says more than 40
of her neighbours are keen to be
involved in a rabbit baiting program.
Bradleys Lane resident Janice Davies said Nillumbik council was also
on board, after she received a letter
stating council would financially
support the rabbit baiting campaign.
Council will contribute to half
the cost of the program, which will
bring the cost down to about $60 per
household.
“This will be a significant incentive
to residents,” Janice said.
“We are hoping to start baiting later
this month and we also plan to set up
some cameras on a couple of the bait

stations, which will allow us to see if
any non-target species are affected.”
Bait stations, which won’t be
covered under council’s financial
assistance, will be available for hire
for an extra $110.
Janice said she may also organise a
working bee to show residents how
to make a bait station if they want to
minimise costs.
Residents involved in the plan can
choose for the pest controller to set
up a bait station around their house
or scatter the bait.
However, residents are being encouraged to use bait stations, as
they reduce the chance of non-target
species such as kangaroos, wombats
or dogs eating the poisoned bait.
An antidote, Vitamin K1, is also avail-

able for pets if they ingest the bait.
“The Bunny Sheriff will come onto
your property and will either put
bait in a bait station or scatter it.
He will identify where the best place
would be based on his experience,”
Janice said.
“He would also put signs on each
property saying where the bait is
laid, and give a letter to residents
on each side if they weren’t participating in the program, letting them
know the neighbour is involved in
the program and that they should
try and keep pets indoors during
this time as a precaution.“
Residents will be notified by email
about payment details, but residents
with questions or concerns can contact Janice Davies on 0414 223 790.

Prof Hilton to talk at community centre
ANOTHER outreach interactive
talk by Warrandyte resident and
director of Walter and Eliza Hall
Institute of medical research,
Doug Hilton (right), will be held
at the Warrandyte Community
Centre on Thursday April 30 at
7.30pm. Professor Hilton will be
accompanied by Jason Tye-Din
who is a gastroenterologist and
the head of coeliac research at
the institute.
Coeliac disease is now recognised as the most common
type of human autoimmune
illness in children and adults,
which occurs when the immune
system goes awry and damages
the body.
Coeliac affects one in 70 Australians but is often overlooked
as the symptoms it causes are
variable (such as tummy upset,
chronic fatigue, or anaemia) and

diagnostic tests are imperfect.
Mr Tye-Din and his team, in
the course of their research, aim
to understand why gluten triggers the immune system and is
toxic to some people.
Many local residents attended
the first talk in the series from
the institute last October. That
talk had a focus on breast cancer.
The idea behind the informative talks is to make medical
research accessible and to promote a conversation between
scientists and the larger community.
For more information or to
book contact Neighbourhood
House on 9844 1839 or Maxine
Chapman on 0400 948 334.
Light refreshments will be
provided on the night (mostly
gluten free, of course).

RUTH BIRCH

Police and fire services wish to
remind residents that regardless
of the current mild summer conditions, there can be no burning
off during the fire danger period.
Apart from large fines being issued
to the person lighting the fire, there
is still a high risk of embers that
escape the fire causing a bushfire.
If this occurs, criminal charges
may follow. The maximum penalty
for failing to adhere to this and
recklessly causing a bushfire is 15
years imprisonment.
Some time between Monday January 26 and Monday February 9,
a 1993 Honda XR600 motorbike
was stolen from an under-house
storage area in Falconer Rd Park
Orchards.
On Tuesday February 10 between
5pm and 11am the following day,
the rear door of an empty storage
area was forced open at a shop in
Yarra St Warrandyte, but it seems
nothing was stolen.
On Friday February 13 some time
between 8am and 3pm, a house
was broken into in Beauty Gully
Rd, Warrandyte. Thieves gained
entry via the front door and stole
a set of golf clubs, a stereo system,
computers, a chainsaw and leaf
blower.
Warrandyte Police and Manningham Crime Investigation Unit detectives encourage calls to 000 to
report any immediate suspicious
activity. To provide information to
police about possible illegal activity of a non-urgent nature, residents
are urged to call Crime Stoppers on
1800 333 000. Alternatively you can
now visit www.crimestoppersvic.
com.au to provide an online report.
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Wild about our animals
By BRIANNA PIAZZA

THE towering Black Saturday bushfires in 2009 killed 173 people and
led to an outpouring of grief among
Australians. But for Wonga Park firefighter Adrian Trigt, they had special
meaning that added to the tragedy.
“I visited Kinglake after Black Saturday and the place looked like a
warzone,” Mr Trigt said. “I opened
an email from Wildlife Victoria and I
saw that they needed more wildlife
rescuers and so I jumped on board
because saving wildlife is important:
it does make a difference.”
Mr Trigt has since devoted his time
to rescuing and transporting injured
kangaroos to wildlife shelters for
rehabilitation. His work is highly
specialised, with few people trained
in how to rescue kangaroos.
It’s difficult to find volunteers who
are willing to regularly spend several
hours attempting to save an injured
kangaroo, let alone buy the expensive equipment needed to rescue
such large and speedy animals.
Car accidents are one of the leading
causes of death for native animals
such as kangaroos and much of
Adrian’s work involves removing
dead roos from roads and marking
them with a white “X” so passers-by
know a rescuer has already attended.
“Unfortunately, most animals don’t
usually survive car accidents,” Mr
Trigt said. “If a kangaroo is lying
there with two broken legs and it’s
dying, I want to help put the animal
out of its misery. You can’t just leave
an animal there to suffer.”
Unfortunately, that’s how the overwhelming majority of wildlife injuries
end. Wildlife Victoria, a non-profit
emergency response service for
wildlife, sent volunteers to help
injured animals on about 40,000 call
outs last year.
The organisation’s relationship
manager, Amy Amato, estimates 80
to 90 per cent of cases resulted in the
animal being put down or dying before volunteers arrived at the scene.
“It’s pretty hard on our volunteers
and sometimes they go weeks without being able to rescue a single
animal,” Ms Amato says. “That’s
when our job becomes about ending
the animal’s suffering. Nearly every
wildlife death or injury is directly or
indirectly human-related, whether
it’s a road accident, a kangaroo
caught on a fence, a pet attack or
a bird that has ingested plastic and

Hello possum: Adriana Simmonds is passionate about her animal rescue work.

needs surgery.”
Those animals with a chance of
survival end up in the care of one of
the organisation’s 500 active wildlife
carers, such as Wonga Park’s Adriana Simmonds, who is a biologist
and environmental educator from
Columbia, has nursed around 2000
native Australian animals back to
health and released them into the
wild over the past 15 years.
Her immense love for Australia’s
wildlife is evident to those around
her, who haven’t seen her take a
proper holiday in 15 years because
her shelter always has animals needing her care. Running her wildlife
shelter from her home is a 24-hour
job, with baby animals requiring
feeding throughout the night.
It can also be heartbreaking work –
sometimes all she can do is ease their
suffering as they die from horrific
injuries. Yet Mrs Simmonds says she
wouldn’t have her life any other way.
“You sacrifice yourself and at the
end of the day you let them go and
it’s like you’re letting go of your own
child. It’s pure love,” she said.
“When they’re babies I’m a mum
to them - I’m affectionate, I kiss
them and hug them but as they

start growing up I start the process
of detachment. When I release them
into the wild they are completely dehumanised so they don’t remember
me. They need to be completely wild
to survive on their own.”
During spring and summer, carers
face an influx of orphaned babies,
whose mothers have often been hit
by cars as they migrate or they’re
often attacked by cats whose owners
don’t keep them indoors at night.
Mrs Simmonds says global warming
is also making natural events such as
bushfires more extreme and deadly
for wildlife. But she says cutting
down forests to make way for developments such as roads and houses
have the greatest impact on wildlife,
affecting the entire ecosystem.
“You’re limiting their source of food
and shelter and the rate at which we
destroy is never the same as the rate
at which we restore habitat,” Mrs
Simmonds said.
“Then animals can die trying to
find other shelter. People often view
possums in their roofs as pests and
yet those possums are there because
the trees they would usually live
in have been cut down, but people
don’t often make the connection.”

Wildlife advocates say many wildlife deaths could be prevented if the
Victorian government established
more wildlife corridors so native
animals could migrate safely through
Melbourne’s outer-suburbs such as
Warrandyte and Wonga Park.
Department of Environment, Land,
Water and Planning spokesman Ewan
Cook says a guide for wildlife corridors is being developed, which will
be followed by a plan.
Meanwhile, Mrs Simmonds is busy
looking after the animals in her care
and visiting schools and community
groups with her business Human
Seeds which educates people on
wildlife issues while helping her fund
the costs of running her shelter.
“I truly believe education is the
only hope we have for the future and
I teach people how to incorporate
simple changes into their daily lives,
which make a big difference to our
wildlife,” she said.
“Probably the best thing people can
do is plant native vegetation in their
backyards – that way people are creating their own wildlife corridors.”
To report injured wildlife, call Wildlife Victoria on 1300 094 535 or visit
www.wildlifevictoria.org.au

and to wonder about those who came
before us. I had previously taken our
historical societies for granted but
now realise just how important they
are in their role as collectors of our
past to be preserved for the future.
I want to thank Margaret Kelly, Val
Polley and Russ Haines and their
team of volunteers who give so much
to our community. I will be signing
up as a member of both groups and
encourage others to do the same.

Diar y – NO, we are not kidding,
Margo.
The Doncaster rail service is needed to keep those who are employed
on safe, fast public transport. If I
caught the bus I would need to allow
far more time than if I drove, yet if
I drive I am damaging this ‘sacred’
green wedge. We can’t win.
Gone are the days (by decades)
where sneakers on power lines
represented a drug dealer, to recent
are the days where the privileged
children of leafy Warrandyte were
the reason for the underprivileged
of surrounding suburbs taking the
brunt of the overdose.
There are little to no druggies hanging at the train stations on the Hurstbridge line, maybe a few by night. But
the Ringwood line – correct, there is

Traffic gridlock
GRIDLOCK is running hot on social
media channels in Warrandyte and
people are fed up with long tailbacks
early morning and late afternoon.
Victoria Police met with the Be
Ready Warrandyte campaign committee last month to outline progress, or lack of, in addressing the
emergency management aspects of
gridlock on the bridge and surrounding roads.
Campaign chair and Warrandyte
Community Association president
Dick Davies reported afterwards:
“Whilst we very much appreciate
VicPol keeping us informed and
up to date, we really must dovetail
emergency planning into addressing
the frustrations faced by commuters,
parents and kids every day. We were
heartened to hear – at the WCA
February meeting with Manningham
council, councillors and officers - that
it is on their agenda for discussion
with Nillumbik council to bring the
two councils together on the issue.
“Whilst every frustrated commuter
on Facebook has a solution to the
problem, we do not even have the
basic data at this stage”, Mr Davies
continued.
“We need to know where vehicles
are coming from and going to, how
many and at what times before we
start planning a new river crossing
or upgrading the bridge.
“Council has not been briefed on
the status of this study or even if it
has started.”
Mr Davies said WCA understood
that number plate tracking is one
method used and that volunteers
may be needed to help gather useful
data.

Mystery solved
By MICHELLE PINI

THOSE folded signs on Research
Warrandyte Rd are apparently part
of a new bridge emergency traffic
management plan, produced in
partnership with VicRoads, Victoria
Police, CFA, Melbourne Water and
Nillumbik and Manningham councils.
VicRoads has advised the signs “are
intended to assist the management
of traffic during an emergency in the
Warrandyte area”.
In the event of an emergency, the
signs can be immediately erected to
instruct drivers when approaching
the bridge to use both lanes, use
the left lane of the bridge only, or to
turn left or right into Ringwood-Warrandyte or Heidelberg-Warrandyte
roads.

Community spirit is alive and well

Dear Diary,
Last weekend, February 28 and
March 1, two very heartfelt events
were held.
A little group of ‘old’ South Warrandyte residents banded together
to bring people back home – to Colman Park. A spin off from this day
was an evening gathering of several
generations of descendents from the
Jones-Holloway families at the Warrandyte Cafe on the site of their Grand
and Great Grandmother’s Bark Hut:
a celebration of the family’s history.
Both events left us overflowing
with the joy of reconnecting with
people and places from our past.
What enhanced both events was the
enthusiastic presence of our local
historical societies – both Ringwood
and Warrandyte: volunteers who

dear diary
Letters on local topics are welcome.
They may be edited for reasons of
style, length or legality.

gave up their weekend to support
us. Not only did they support us,
but they brought valuable resources
and memorabilia to jog our memories and bring a richness to both
gatherings. Their support extended
to photographing our extended
family and yarning to old residents
as they collected more stories for
another day.
The success of these events lay in
our desire to connect with our past

Helen Fitzgerald, Albury

Yes to Doncaster rail
Dear Diary,
With regards to the “Rail plan, are
you kidding?” letter in last month’s

crime and drugs. There is also less
money. The stereotypical “undesirable unemployed” can’t afford drugs
seen in this wedge.
Maybe the jobs created in the
Doncaster rail project will assist with
those so undesirable and help them
become more like those seen in our
quiet little town. Warrandyte may not
have what is seen as a drug issue,
we do not have youth sleeping on
footpaths and we do not find needles
around the neighbourhood. But all
this money and only a 16 hour police
station? A drug dealer’s heaven.
I am 25 and have lived here my
whole life, trust me when I tell you,
there is a drug issue in this sleepy
town.
Pro Doncaster Rail,
Warrandyte North

BACKUP WIRELESS SET-UP NETWORKS CLOUD INTEGRATOR SMALL BUSINESS MAC & WINDOWS

Your Warrandyte IT specialist
Bora Seker
info@bnsolutions.net.au
0438 072 895

163 Yarra St, Warrandyte

9844 4646

Family Law • Conveyancing • Wills & Estates
Commercial & Litigation • General Advice
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Hold the line

Solution to last month’s puzzle:

Monday was the name of the traveller’s horse.

HOME phone not working?
Internet slow or dropping out?
Warrandyte residents seem
to think that there are unacceptable levels of problems in
Warrandyte, but it is difficult
to get specific evidence of this
and the Diary is keen to get
your feedback.
We are aware of recent problems in the Brackenbury St
area where Telstra contractors replaced a 50-pair cable and got the connections
wrong leaving several households without phone or internet and it took multiple visits
over two weeks to resolve all
the problems.
But these things happen.
Obviously with its hilly and
semi-rural topography, one
can expect slightly more
disruption to services than
city-dwellers would experience, but is there really a
problem with the system here
or are the problems more
with the user? We’ll try to
shed more light on this with
a number of tips below.
Home phone
Pick up your home phone
and dial 1 (to remove the dial
tone). What do you hear?
It should be pretty near to
silence. If you hear a highpitched hash noise you may
have ADSL broadband and
have neglected to fit a filter.
If you hear crackling, there
is some bad connection fault
between your phone and the
exchange. Check the connections at your phone and the
wall. If it persists you may
have to lodge a fault report
with your supplier.
ADSL internet
If your internet ser vice
drops out or is intermittent,
it is possible that you have
other devices connected to
the line which do not have a
filter installed.
You must have an ADSL filter
fitted at every phone socket in
your house where equipment
is connected; this includes
fixed and cordless phones, fax
machine, answering machine,
security or medical alarm
system, and any Foxtel box
which connects to the phone
line, and with the exception of
the ADSL modem itself these
should all be plugged into
the “Local Phone” socket on
the filter.
If, after checking this, the
problem persists then the
next time it drops out check

CYRIL

Warrandytians are well versed in a weekly whinge when it comes to
telecommunications. So who ya gonna call? We called in Diary super
sleuth David Hogg to investigate. He has some tips that just may put
a smile … ahem … on your dial

the lights on your ADSL modem. There should be lights
for “ADSL” and “Internet”
and these should be green or
flashing. If they are not on or
are red, there is some problem
with your service. Start by
unplugging everything in your
home connected to the phone
line except the modem and
see if the problem persists. If
so, you may need to call your
supplier.
Does your internet seem
slow? Then let’s do a speed
test and find out exactly how
fast it is. These numbers may
sound a little technical but
bear with us; if we can find out
what you’re actually getting as
opposed to what you should
be getting, we can see if you
have a problem. In Google
type “ADSL speed test” or go
to www.whistleout.com.au/
Broadband/Speed-Test
Find out your download
speed in Mbit/sec. This will
depend enormously on the
length of the cable between
you and the exchange. Theoretically the maximum speed
possible with ADSL2+ here is
20 Mbit/sec but in practice
that isn’t what you’ll get.
The table below shows very
approximately the speed you
should be getting.

Distance from
Exchange
< 1 km
1 – 2 km
2 - 3 km
3 - 4 km
> 4 km

Max
Speed
16 Mbit/sec
13 Mbit/sec
8 Mbit/sec
5 Mbit/sec
3 Mbit/sec

If your download speed is
way short of this, you have
a problem. New customers
are now being connected to
ADSL2+ equipment in the
exchange but some existing
customers are still connected
to outdated ADSL1 equipment
which will restrict you to
around 5 Mbit/sec.
If you live less than 3km
from the exchange and are
only getting 5 Mbit/sec download speed, check with your
supplier that you do, in fact,
have an ADSL2+ service, and if
not ask to be moved across to
ADSL2+. This they can do and
it shouldn’t cost you anything.
Wi-Fi internet
Your ADSL modem may
provide you with a Wi-Fi signal
in the home for your phone,
laptop, iPad or tablet. Even
though the Wi-Fi speed between the tablet and the home
modem might be hundreds of
Mbit/sec (which is great if you
are transferring files locally
between devices) your internet speed will only be as good
as your ADSL connection. For
good Wi-Fi, your device does
need at least two out of five
bars of signal strength. If your
Wi-Fi does not reach to the far
ends of your house, consider
repositioning your modem
centrally, or you can buy a
Wi-Fi extender unit.
Wir e le ss in t e r n e t a n d
mobile phones
You might be connecting
your computer or phone to
the internet using a 3G or 4G
SIM card in a mobile phone,
a USB dongle that plugs into
your computer, a dedicated
mobile hotspot device, or via
a dongle in a clever modem
that uses ADSL when available

but switches to wireless when
the ADSL goes down. There is
now reasonably good coverage of 3G and 4G for phones
and internet throughout Warrandyte, but there are many
dead spots. The three major
suppliers, Telstra, Optus and
Vodaphone, have quite different coverage areas, but
all have very good maps on
their websites showing this,
so you need to check carefully
which supplier is best for your
location.
For internet purposes, you
can again run the speed tests
as outlined above. On a 3G
system you should get download speeds around 6 Mbit/
sec, on 4G anything up to 25
Mbit/sec, and if you’re fortunate enough to be in your
supplier’s 4GX or 4G+ areas
they claim up to 100M bit/sec.
National Broadband Network
Warrandyte is not on the
NBN, and if you search their
website you will see that the
NBN rollout has not started
in this area. A year ago their
website indicated 2018 as a
possible timeframe for start of
NBN rollout. The Diary sought
information as to when this
rollout would start, and was
advised that it would not be
within the next two years.
We are advised that since the
new Government has come
into office they have required
the NBN to remove specific
date indications from their
website.
When NBN is eventually
available you will get a basic
service at 12 Mbit/sec for
roughly the same cost as now,
with options to pay extra for
various speed increments up
to 100 Mbit/sec.

Speak to us
l Do we have an unreasonable level of phone or
internet problems which
are specific to Warrandyte?
The Diary welcomes your
feedback. Contact
davidhogg99@bigpond.com
and stay tuned for a follow-up in the next edition
of the Diary. We would love
to hear your thoughts.

Arrive
Safely in
Style &
Comfort
Airport Transfers, Weddings, Suburb to Suburb
City Trips, Special Occasions
Call Clive for bookings 0412 556 801
Email: peecees@optusnet.com.au

Baby Ballerina Classes
Classes held
in Warrandyte
for ages 2-5yrs

Enrol now for Term 2
Phone 0435 889 596

Baby-Ballerina.com

WARRANWOOD
GARDENS

We specialise in:
n Mowing (including ride-on)
n Landscaping & Maintenance
n Garden Cleanups
n Large acreage – fire risk
material – clearance

ALL YO
HOME & G UR
ARDEN
NEEDS

Your local garden maintenance provider

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT DAVID
9876 2561(AH) 0407 762 561 Email: tuckerd.starguard@bigpond.com

Clyde’s
Conundrum
Eastern FM will be broadcasting live
from the Warrandyte Festival. If you add
their broadcast frequency to that of Fox
FM, and subtract the temperature that
water freezes in farenheit, then go to the
resulting property number in Yarra Street,
Warrandyte, where do you arrive?

Solution next issue.

By PAUL WILLIAMS

The Purple
Dragonfly

MIND, BODY & SOUL

Join Karli for Yoga Tuesday
Adults – Seniors – Children
Karli teaches a fusion of
Ashtanga (power) and
Bihar (restorative) styles
of hatha yoga
256 Yarra St,Warrandyte
For more information:
9844 5294
or email – jane@
thepurpledragonfly.com.au

bradley curtis
ELECTRICIAN

▲ Domestic
▲ Commercial
▲ Industrial and Airconditioning Installation
and Maintenance all areas

Phone 9844 2135
Mobile 0418 333 979
NO JOB TOO SMALL
REC no. 6161
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Middle Yarra Landcare Network
Activity Calendar 2015

myln@netspace.net.au | 0415 383 328 | http://portphillipwesternport.landcare.vic.net.au/myln

DIFFICULTY RATINGS
EASY: Even terrain, some light lifting, kneeling and
bending involved. Few tripping hazards.
MOD: Uneven terrain, light to heavy lifting, kneeling
and bending involved. Tripping hazards present.
DIFF: Steep terrain, light to heavy lifting, working in
overgrown areas and lots of bending. Many tripping
hazards and slippery surfaces present.

Make a difference now and stop weeds choking indigenous flora,
restore indigenous habitat, learn which indigenous plants are best
suited for your garden and be as close to nature as you can.
Meet at the Nursery at 9am for a 9.15am departure (if TAG offsite) or
9.15am start (if TAG onsite). Please remember to wear appropriate
footwear and clothing for the weather, and please bring your own filled
water bottle. Please note that these events will be cancelled in the event of a
Total Fire Ban day or when weather conditions are deemed harzardous.

DATE

DAY

TIME

SITE “R” = RANGER ATTENDING

5/2/15
19/2/15
5/3/15
15/3/15
19/3/15
2/4/15
16/4/15
30/4/15
14/5/15
17/5/15
28/5/15
6/6/15
11/6/15
20/6/15
21/6/15
25/6/15
27/6/15
9/7/15
19/7/15
23/7/15
26/7/15
6/8/15
8/8/15
15/8/15
20/8/15
29/8/15
3/9/15
13/9/15
13/9/15
17/9/15
1/10/15
15/10/15
17/10/15
29/10/15
12/11/15
13/11/15
26/11/15
10/12/15

Thu
Thu
Thu
Sun
Thu
Thu
Thu
Thu
Thu
Sun
Thu
Sat
Thu
Sat
Sun
Thu
Sat
Thu
Sun
Thu
Sun
Thu
Sat
Sat
Thu
Sat
Thu
Sun
Sun
Thu
Thu
Thu
Sat
Thu
Thu
Fri
Thu
Thu

9.00–12.00
9.00–12.00
9.00–12.00
10.00–1.00
9.00–12.00
9.00–12.00
9.00–12.00
9.00–12.00
9.00–12.00
1.00–3.00
9.00–12.00
1.00–3.00
9.00–12.00
1.00–3.00
10.00–1.00
9.00–12.00
1.30–3.30
9.00–12.00
1.00–3.00
9.00–12.00
9.00–12.00
9.00–12.00
1.00–3.00
1.00–3.00
9.00–12.00
1.00–3.00
9.00–12.00
tbd
10.00–1.00
9.00–4.00
9.00–12.00
9.00–12.00
2.00–4.00
9.00–12.00
9.00–12.00
6pm
9.00–12.00
9.00–12.00

Lower Orchard Track
23:C10
3 Bridges
23:C10
Boys Rd
23:C10
Bemboka Rd, near playground
36:D9
Gold Memorial Rd carpark
23:C10
Mt Lofty R
23:C10
Naughton Ave
23:C10
Stan Brae (fence) R
23:C10
Fitzsimons wetland
23:C10
Gold Memorial Rd
35:E2
Lower Orchard Track
23:C10
Anzac Rd
36:A4
One Tree Hill R
23:C10
Gold Memorial Rd
35:E2
Kelly Ct
36:C9
3 Bridges
23:C10
Currawong Bush Park
34:H6
Mullum Mullum R
23:C10
Gold Memorial Road
35:E2
St Andrews Buttermans Track R 23:C10
TBD
23:C10
Hochkins Ridge R
23:C10
Hooper Road
36:B1
Gold Memorial Road
35:E2
Morrisons R
23:C10
Hillcrest Road
36:B4
Koornong R
23:C10
Bushcare Major Day Out		
Kardinia Ctt end of WW Reserve 36:C9
Northern Reserve
23:C10
Sugarloaf or Candlebark TBD
23:C10
Fourth Hill Whipstick Gully Rd
23:C10
Gold Memorial Rd carpark
35:E2
School/Cemetary Track R
23:C10
Pettys Wetland R
23:C10
Next 34 Eden Valley Rd Reserve entry 36:CD8
Gold Memorial Rd carpark
23:C10
Pound Bend
23:C10

ACCA is holding a weekly working bee every
Wednesday from 10am–12noon
Meet at Gold Memorial Rd carpark
Melways 35:E2

For FOWSP activities meet at 9am for 9.15 start
or go direct to site (ring nursery first).

MELWAY

CONTACTS:
Fritz
ACCA
Nursery FOWSP
Tracey JCCLG
Margaret WWRC
Paulina WPEG

ACTIVITY

RATING GROUP

Maintenance
Easy
FOWSP
Maintenance
Mod
FOWSP
Weeding succulents, polygala Easy
FOWSP
Working bee
Easy
WRG
Woody weeding
Easy
FOWSP
2 Mill Trees maintenance
Mod
FOWSP
Woody weeding
Diff
FOWSP
Planting
Mod
FOWSP
Planting
Easy
FOWSP
Planting
Easy
ACCA
Planting
Easy
FOWSP
Planting
Easy
JCCLG
Weeding aggis & pittos
Easy
FOWSP
Planting
Easy
ACCA
Planting and weeding
Mod
WRG
Planting
Easy
FOWSP
Nest box making
Easy
JCCLG
Woody weeding & planting
Mod
FOWSP
Planting
Easy
ACCA
Planting
Mod
FOWSP
Planting National Tree Day
Easy
FOWSP
Sallow weeding
Mod
FOWSP
Planting
Easy
JCCLG
Planting
Easy
ACCA
Woody thinning
Mod
FOWSP
Planting
Easy
JCCLG
Woody weeding & boneseed Diff
FOWSP
Planting			
Planting new wetlands
Mod
WRG
Wildflower Walk (full day)
Diff
FOWSP
Maintenance/Fence removal Mod
FOWSP
Woody weeding
Diff
FOWSP
AGM
Easy
ACCA
Woody weeding
Diff
FOWSP
Planting and weeding
Easy
FOWSP
BBQ and bushcare
Mod
WRG
Woody weeding with ACCA
Diff
FOWSP
Weeding
Easy
FOWSP

0439 443 703
0408 317 327
0403 739 938
9876 3094
9722 2332

CONTACT

Nursery
Nursery
Nursery
Margaret
Nursery
Nursery
Nursery
Nursery
Nursery
Fritz
Nusery
Tracey
Nursery
Fritz
Margaret
Nursery
Tracey
Nursery
Fritz
Nursery
Nursery
Nursery
Tracey
Fritz
Nursery
Tracey
Nursery
Margaret
Nursery
Nursery
Nursery
Fritz
Nursery
Nursery
Margaret
Nursery
Nursery

Andersons Creek Catchment Area Landcare Group
Friends of Warrandyte State Park
Jumping Creek Catchment Landcare Group
Warranwood Reserve Group
Wonga Park Environment Group

is open every first Saturday (9am-1pm) and Sunday (2-4pm) of the month and every Thursday
(9.30am–12.30pm). Location: Pound Bend Rd, Melways 23:C10
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Another bright spark for WCB
By CHERIE MOSELEN

WARRANDYTE lawyer Aaron Farr
has been elected as chair of the
Warrandyte Community Bank
(WCB) board in place of Sarah
Wrigley who stepped down from
the role last year.
They are big shoes to fill, but
nothing the young volunteer, who
has also been pulling on fireman’s
boots with the CFA for almost a
decade, can’t handle.
Aaron has been on the board of
the bank for the past three years
and said he enjoyed the opportunity to be further involved with
the community.
“I’m passionate about community and express this through my
voluntary work with the South
Warrandyte Fire Brigade. Joining
the WCB board was an extension

of that passion really,” Aaron told
the Diary.
Because he has a Bachelor of
Commerce along with his law
degree, Aaron supports the Warrandyte Community Bank on the
audit and governance committee.
“Everyone on the board is incredibly hard-working and committed to the bank’s philosophy
of giving back to the community,”
Aaron said. “I also admire the
genuine service the bank offers,
which means contact is real and
personal. As I’m sure Sarah would
agree, having chaired the board
for the last five years, it’s an honour to be the face of all that goodwill, so to speak.”
In the Warrandyte Community
Bank, Bendigo Bank provides
banking services while the board

is responsible for OH&S, governance and putting profits back
into the community.
The board takes its job of engaging with the community seriously,
returning 80% of profits to the
township.
The new role requires Aaron to
spend more time in community
consultation, meeting with council
and attending community events.
Along with his commitments
to regular training (up to twice
a week) as second lieutenant at
South Warrandyte CFA, and to the
Warrandyte Community Bank,
Aaron will have his hands full
having just taken over as the new
owner and principal lawyer of
Warrandyte’s Rush & Hampshire
Barristers and Solicitors.
“The firm was founded in 1979

by Geraldine O’Connell and I
started working with her several
years ago,” said Aaron.
“Geraldine is still involved with
the firm, but when she decided
to sell, it seemed like a natural fit
for me.”
“I chose the law as a profession
because I like to help people and
I enjoy the investigative approach
to problem solving,” he said.
“But I chose to be a regional lawyer because I can attend a callout
to a fire at 3am, knowing I won’t
lose two hours sitting in traffic
the next morning trying to get to
work! It’s the great work-life balance I was looking for.”
To contact Aaron for more information about Warrandyte Community Bank or the legal services of
Rush & Hampshire call 9844 4646.

Aaron Farr: Lawyer, fire fighter and
new chair of our community bank.

“I lost a few older family members
last year to cancer and I’ve always
wanted to do it, but I’ve never really
had the push,” he said. “This year
I thought it would be a nice thing
to do.”
It is unfortunate that so many of
us can relate to the physical and
emotional toll these conditions can
take on both the sufferers and their
families.
The incidence of blood cancer and
related conditions in Australia is
high. Every day, 31 Australians are
diagnosed with leukaemia, lymphoma, myeloma or other blood-related
diseases.
Consequently, Eilish and her team
are further motivated with the hope
of lessening the measurable impact
of such disorders.
With the big day fast approaching,
the team has so far raised $1416,
already exceeding the team goal

target of $500. In view of this, they
are hopeful that the donations will
continue.
“I’m a little bit nervous but mainly
excited because I don’t have to
spend as much time on my hair in
the morning,” says Eilish, laughing.
“My hair will probably grow back
quite quickly so it’s not really as big
of a deal for me,” added James.
The team has an admirably simplistic attitude towards the shave
and their personal reasons for taking
part certainly overrule any anxieties.
Fundraising is by no means a new
challenge to Eilish as she has been
participating in similar events since
she was 13. For three consecutive
years, Eilish has led her own Relay
for Life Team, the ‘Cha Cha Chicks’,
walking for 24 hours straight in support of the Cancer Council.
“We raised just over $4000 for the
Relay for Life last year. That’s the

best we’ve done,” she said.
The team unanimously agree that
the feelings of accomplishment that
come from supporting such vital
causes make all their time and effort
worth it.
“It’s a pretty great feeling being able
to try help save other people’s lives,”
Eilish said.
In the near future, Eilish, James and
Grace hope to continue their fundraising efforts in more ways than one.
“I’ve been thinking of doing a lot
of charity races and walks,” James
explained.
“That sort of thing is more appealing to me, but this one is also close
to my heart.”
Eilish added: “I’ll continue to do the
Relay for Life and maybe shave my
hair off again when it grows back.”
To donate to Heaps Cool and
help save lives visit my.leukaemia
foundation.org.au/heapscool

WHS kids shaving hair and saving lives
By LAURA DOGUET

AT just 15 years of age, Warrandyte
High School students Eilish Kelly,
Grace Carty and James Puls Welsh
are determined to make a difference.
After collectively raising thousands
of dollars over the years for charities
in need, the trio are taking it one step
further by making the courageous
decision to lose their hair for the
Leukaemia Foundation’s World’s
Greatest Shave.
The iconic event takes place from
March 12-15 nationwide and has
become one of Australia’s biggest
fundraisers to date. In an effort to
raise money for blood cancer research, the three friends are facing
the razor on Friday (March 13),
along with Eilish’s father, Paul Kelly.
Their team is titled ‘Heaps Cool’ and
each member will be undertaking
the shave in their homes with the
support of their family.

Making a difference: Grace Carty,
James Puls Welsh and Eilish Kelly.

The Leukaemia Foundation is very
close to Eilish’s heart, having lost her
cousin to cancer last year. The team
name is a tribute to her cousin, who
used to say the phrase frequently.
The charity also holds great sentimental value to James.

POSITION
VACANT

We Serve

The Lions Club of Warrandyte Inc. is seeking a Part Time
Manager to oversee the day to day operations of the
Opportunity Shop on Yarra Street, Warrandyte. The position
is a Permanent Part Time one requiring attendance seven
days a fortnight and is subject to a workplace agreement/
contract. Award wages will apply. A knowledge of retail
clothing and/or managment in retail would be an
advantage but not essential. Good communication skills
would be essential. Application can be made online to
secretary@lionsclubwarrandyte.org.au or in writing to the
Secretary, PO Box 18, Warrandyte VIC 3113. Please include a
phone number, preferably mobile, for notification of
interview. At least one referee of past employment will be
required. A position description can be seen on the Club
website www.lionsclubwarrandyte.org.au or will be
supplied if asked for from the Secretary. Applications close
31st March 2015. Interviews will be conducted commencing
early April 2015.
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Anderson’s Creek
Primary School

Information Evening
Foundation (Preps) 2016

When:
		

Wednesday
25 March 2015

Where: Anderson’s Creek 		
		Primary School
		
Drysdale Road 		
		Warrandyte
Time:

7.00 – 8.00pm

The evening will commence at
the front office, followed by a
school tour and a presentation in
our Prep classrooms.
To assist with catering, please
contact the school prior to Tuesday,
24 March to make a booking.

At Anderson’s Creek Primary School, we are extremely proud of the
high quality programs we offer. We invite you to find out about our
curriculum programs, including our transition program which commences in Term 2 with Story-time.
Our transition program ensures that your child has a happy and
smooth start to his/her schooling. The evening will also give you an
opportunity to view our attractive facilities.
If you are not able to attend, please don’t hesitate to contact the
school to arrange a school tour with our principal.
TREVOR GIBBS
Principal

ANNA VERGA
Transition Coordinator

You can also visit our school website at www.andersonscreekps.vic.edu.au

website www.andersonscreekps.vic.edu.au

phone 9844 2757

email andersons.creek.ps@edumail.vic.gov.au
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New ATM in Wonga Park
By DEANNE DICKSON

WONGA Park residents are
thrilled with the arrival of a new
automatic teller machine (ATM)
thanks to the Warrandyte Community Bank.
The Warrandyte Community
Bank board decided to pursue the
installation of an ATM at Wonga
Park Cellars and General Store
following the sudden withdrawal
of the existing ATM late last year.
Appreciating requests from the
local community, Warrandyte
Community Bank branch saved
the day.
With the nearest ATM being 6km
away, the bank saw the need for
an ATM as being vital and has invested the funds required to have
a new ATM installed.
Warrandyte Community Bank
director Matthew Wilson said the

new ATM would make community
banking easier and more appealing for Wonga Park residents,
traders and community groups.
“Our customers often need to
access their money outside of
business hours and away from the
branch, this ATM will mean they
can run their errands close to
home and continue to shop locally,” Matthew said.
“It will also appeal to all Wonga
Park residents providing local
ATM access and those who are
travelling through our community,
who may need to stop and use an
ATM.
“A locally positioned ATM will

generate additional income for
the Warrandyte Community Bank.
That and local resident support
will ensure ongoing profits can
be reinvested into our community
going forward.”
Matthew said Warrandyte
Community Bank had gone from
strength to strength since its
inception in June 2003 and has
contributed $1.7m in to the local
community.
“This is an exciting step forward
for our community bank and
comes as our branch staff continue to open new accounts and welcome new customers,” Matthew
said.
“Our board is confident that this
new ATM is just the start of the
exciting initiatives we will be able
to implement in Wonga Park this
year.”

Warrandyte Community Bank’s chairman Aaron Farr, board member Matthew Wilson and manager Mark Challen with the new ATM in Wonga Park.

A formal
boost for
our local
CFA

The
ultimate
girls
night out

STEPPING out in style to support
our local firefighters, new business
Gown and Posy will be hosting a
fashion parade at the Grand Hotel
Warrandyte.
Showcasing formal special occasion, wedding and deb gowns, the
event will also feature pre-loved
items.
Manager of the recycled evening
gown specialist Gown and Posy and
charity fundraiser Kim Woolridge
says: “We offer another choice to
women who are passionate about
saving the environment and their
budget while looking fabulous on
their special day.”
The fundraising event will include
drinks and nibbles and the opportunity to try on and purchase the
paraded gowns. All proceeds will go
to Warrandyte CFA.
“As members of the local community, we are also passionate about
supporting those who keep us safe,”
says Kim.
The fashion parade will be held
at the Grand Hotel Warrandyte on
Thursday April 9 from 7pm to 11pm.
Tickets can be purchased from try
booking at www.trybooking.com/
Booking/BookingEventSummary.
aspx?eid=125559
Tickets are $30, all entry ticket
money excluding booking fee will go
to Warrandyte CFA.

By LAURA DOGUET

By MICHELLE PINI

Picture: STEPHEN REYNOLDS

A penny for your Follies
WARRANDYTE’S much loved The
Follies are back and a huge show
is in store for everyone this year
according to organisers, with no
fewer than 13 writers involved in
creating the show, seven actors new
to the stage, half a dozen original
songs from musical director Rich-

ard Pengelley and an original film
based on the Scandanavian noir epic
The Bridge.
The title A Penny for Your Follies
evolved from the working title Money
Follies which gives a strong enough
clue of what to expect subject wise
but expect some highly original takes

$10,000 win for Glenn
BEING prepared for bushfires
and protecting his home has
proven to be a winner for
one resident who is the first
winner in Bendigo Bank’s win
$10,000 insurance promotion.
Warrandyte Community
Bank manager Mark Challen informed Glenn Fogarty
he hadn’t just protected his
home with his bank insurance
policy but had potentially
helped pay it off quicker.
“Insurance is something we
all need but often don’t think
about until we need to make
a claim,” Mr Challen said.
“So it was nice to be able to
call Glenn and let him know
his house wasn’t just safe
but it had won him a $10,000
windfall.”
“It’s really timely,” Mr Fogarty said of his $10,000 phone
call this week.
“I am in the process of settling on the purchase of a new
home and about to move, so
this win will really help. My

10,000 reasons to smile:
Bendigo Bank winner
Glenn Fogarty.

five-year goal is to eventually
return to this area or in the
Yarra Valley and hopefully
set myself up to work from
home by running a bed and
breakfast.”
Mr Challen said the insurance promotion was part of
a six-month campaign to help
protect customers’ homes
but also give them the opportunity to maybe pay off their

home loan quicker, plan for
retirement or just turn their
dream into a reality.
“Customers who take out
a new home and contents or
landlord’s policy before June
30 go into one of 10 $10,000
draws and it’s great news to
see one of our locals be the
first winner,” he said.
“Whether it’s something as
simple as a window breaking,
or as serious as a house fire,
protecting your big assets in
one of the most important
things you can do, and if it
gives you a chance to win big,
even better.”
Mr Fogarty thanked Bendigo
Bank and the staff at WCB
for giving him that winning
feeling. There are still nine
chances to win simply by taking out a home and contents
or landlord’s insurance policy.
For more information visit the
Warrandyte Community Bank
or visit www.bendigobank.
com.au/getinsurance.

on how the writers and directors
view the topic.
We have deliberately set out to
create a fast moving and varied
show with lots of music and now
the RBA has shown the way we
hope we can maintain your interest
rate throughout.

ATTENTION ladies. Local female-run
businesses are combining forces
to host Warrandyte’s first ever VIP
Beauty Night on March 25 from
7-9pm at The White Owl Café.
Women of Warrandyte are beautiful
from the inside out, yet with busy
lifestyles and societal pressures, we
sometimes need to take a moment
to remind ourselves of this fact. So
come along for the ultimate girls
night to celebrate all things beauty.
Representing the online company
Market Australia, the event will
showcase a display of high quality
beauty products, a catwalk show
featuring different looks for all ages,
makeup and skincare tips and tricks,
awesome prizes and more.
The event will also be entirely catered for by The White Owl, who will
provide tea, coffee and finger food.
The Diary spoke to one of the hosts
and hair and beauty professional ‘By
Jessica Lee’ to find out what the night
is all about.
“The main thing we want to try
and achieve is that beauty does
come from the inside out,” she said.
“It’s not always what we put on our
skin but also what we put into our
bodies.”
Tickets are available online at
http://trybooking.com/GYZY at only
$20 per person. All ages are welcome.
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Warrandyte Cellars
Bridge Arcade Shops OPEN 7 days 9844 5590

TASTINGS EVERY FRIDAY
from 5–8pm

We are a family business that prides itself on being one of the last true
wine cellars constantly searching for the best products from family owned
and produced boutique vineyards.
We offer sensational wines from all over Australia, with a great collection
of hard to find vintage wines, quality cleanskins, over 200 craft beers
and Australian spirits. We actively source the best wines available which
enables us to buy wine on its taste and value, not a reputation or brand name.
Unique products, great deals, and wonderful customer service.
We aim to please!

Come and open your eyes to a whole new wine experience!
Shops 3&4, 242 Yarra Street, Warrandyte
9844 5590 warrandytecellars@bigpond.com
www.warrandytecellars.com
TRADING Monday to Saturday 11am–8pm Sunday & Public Holidays 11am–6pm
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Moon shines with changes
HOME GROUND
ADVANTAGE
By BRIANNA PIAZZA

ONE of Warrandyte’s favourite
food destinations Cocoa Moon
has a brand new menu, longer
opening hours and a new look.
Burgers and pizza are now a
key part of Cocoa Moon’s new
menu and breakfast is offered
into the afternoon.
Cocoa Moon’s owner Andres
Vivado says his customers are
smiling about it, saying he’s
bringing a bit of inner city
Melbourne to Warrandyte.
“There has been a complete
change in the menu except
for breakfast, with a focus on
small café style that’s family
friendly. So our menu allows
us to continue with the same
dishes towards the evening
instead of changing the menu
for dinner,” Andres said.
“These are big changes for
us but this evening café style
works really well in popular
city areas like Fitzroy or Toorak. So we’re experimenting
with it here in Warrandyte
– it’s about trying it out and
seeing what customers like.”
One of the individual serve
pizzas making its way to customers’ hearts includes a
thin, golden crusty pizza base,

Cocoa kingpin: Andres Vivado

which is topped with roast
pumpkin, bocconcini and
mozzarella.
Then there are the marinated Greek lamb pizzas with
tomato sauce, mozzarella and
mint yoghurt, plus many more
toppings to choose from.

When it comes to a tasty
burger ser ved with chips
or salad, customers have a
choice between grilled chicken, falafel, cheese and beef
burgers.
“People have responded
really well to the new burgers

and pizzas. It has also been a
nice surprise how well people
have responded to the new
sweets too, so something is
working,” Andres told the
Diary.
“There’s a variety of different flavours – corned beef,

chicken, vegetarian. We’ve
looked at the history of sales
and put it all together so
that we’re offering something
that’s consistent and sells well
as well as trying new things.
The sandwiches, for example, have always been really

popular so we’ve kept them
on the menu.”
There’s also a revised kids
menu.
However, it’s not just the
food that is undergoing some
exciting changes.
Andres says the café’s longer
opening hours will be more
appealing for locals.
Customers will also notice
garden lights and trees outside the café, giving Cocoa
Moon a true Warrandyte feel.
Cocoa Moon’s updated
opening hours for March are:
Monday to Thursday 7.30am
to 6pm, kitchen closing at
5.30pm. Friday and Saturday
7.30am to 9pm, kitchen closing at 8.30pm. Sunday 8am to
5pm, kitchen closing 3.30pm.
Keep an eye on Cocoa
Moon’s Facebook page for
further changes to hours.

Warranwood Art Show returns
By SCOTT PODMORE

THE annual Warranwood Art
Show returns for the 12th
time this weekend with an exceptional offering of beautiful
works on display as it continues to grow bigger and better.
The opening night (March
13) starts from 7pm, there’s
a $10 entry fee and prizes are
awarded by an independent
judge in various categories
including painting, sculpture
and ceramics. A total prize
pool of $5200 is on offer and
all the art is available for sale.
One of the art show organisers Becky Thyssen says
many entrant artists are local
and unique to Warrandyte and
surrounds and that includes
local painter-teacher extraordinaire Walter Magilton.
The 81-year-old believes
Warrandyte is a “great inspiration” for his work and this
will be his third year entering
the Warranwood Art Show. He
won first prize last year.
One of his paintings is of the
Yarra River in Warrandyte, two
others were painted in Spain

OPEN FOR DINNER SATURDAY NIGHTS Book a table: 9844 1322

last year at an artists residency in the Pyrenees.
“Simple everyday objects
painted very well have a certain charm that is not necessarily meant to be profound,”
Walter, a fellow of the Victorian Artists Society and the
Australian Guild of Realist
Artists, told the Diary.
The Warranwood Art Show
is run in support of the Mel-

bourne Rudolf Steiner School.
The event is hosted in the
beautiful Oak Hall at 213 Wonga Rd in Warranwood.
Live sessional music and
the Acorn Café add to the
ambience of this annual event
with coffee and beautifully
prepared light meals available
for purchase.
For more information visit:
warranwoodartshow.com.au
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On the write side of the road
Cherie Moselen talks to two
local poets about shared
geography and an award
that puts them both on a
prestigious literary map.
HAT are the odds that
two Warrandyte poets who live on the
same road would win
the same major poetry award, one after the other?
Somewhat doubtful, given the Melbourne Poets Union (MPU) International Poetry Competition annually
sees 300-400 poems narrowed to a
shortlist of a dozen or less.
Chance is a fine thing, but artistic
skill is most likely the reason residents John Jenkins and Carmel Macdonald-Grahame are hot property
as the 2013 and 2014 winners of this
high profile competition*.
It’s a good thing I manage to interview them together as neither are
the type to toss accolades on their
own literary bonfires.
Carmel is glowing about rising
stars like Eltham writer Lisa Jacobsen, who has been published in
Australia, Canada, Indonesia, the
UK and the United States. (One
of Warrandyte’s treasured Grand
Read performers, Lisa also won
the Adelaide Festival John Bray Poetry Award last year and was shortlisted in four other national awards.)
However, she makes no mention of
having two poems recently longlisted
in this year’s fiercely contested Ron
Pretty Award.
“It’s a remarkable achievement on
the back of the 2014 MPU win and
recent publication of her first novel
by University of Western Australia
Press,” John Jenkins says, filling me
in on Carmel’s successes, but waving away any attempt I make to talk
about his own as an award-winning

Poetry in motion: Carmel Macdonald-Grahame and John Jenkins are hot property on the poetry front.

poet and celebrated writer of over 20
books published in various genres.
There are more than a few literary
triumphs between the two, and while
both allow awards establish credibility and garner peer recognition,
their value to each seems to lie in the
confidence they generate: that the
work was on the right track.
“Sometimes I revisit old writing that
I’ve abandoned and resuscitate it,
because I feel there is still something

vital there and a particular competition might be a likely place for
airing it,” says Carmel. “It gives me
an endpoint and makes me finish the
unfinished work, which is a reward in
itself. It’s an added bonus if it wins.”
John agrees: “I often persist with
a piece of writing, drafting and redrafting, and the formal appreciation
means the extra work was worth it.
It validates the process - I’ve sent it
off to a competition and the judge

liked it, the piece is finished and it’s
as good as it can be.”
However, Carmel says she is
“chuffed” about winning this particular award.
“Part of the pleasure with the MPU
prize was being able to follow in
John’s footsteps a little, as we’ve
occasionally worked on poetry together. Also, the Melbourne Poets
Union is a special point of connection
for me,” she says.

“When I moved to Victoria seven
years ago, it was through this ‘union
of poets’ that I found out what was
going on in Melbourne for writers.”
“Of course, now I have an abundance of artistic connections virtually at my doorstep, many of whom
come together from time to time at
the Grand Read.”
Her mention of The Grand Read – a
Warrandyte Festival event, in its 18th
year – launches John onto a topic he
is happy to talk about and is clearly
fond of.
“We have a wealth of literary talent
in our shire, an embarrassment of
riches really, and Warrandyte is lucky
to have a fantastic annual event in
which to celebrate some of them.”
“There’s lot’s of lovely food, and
drinks at the bar, which gives The
Grand Read an enjoyable and festive
buzz,” he says.
“Ever y year there are special
guests, some with international reputations, so the literary quality of the
work is very fine. But there’s never
anything stiff or stodgy about it. MC
Jock Macneish sets exactly the right
tone and the readers are great performers of their own work, so there’s
a dimension of entertainment.”
He adds: “Diary readers, certainly
anyone interested in writing, should
come along and be prepared to be
surprised and delighted by a great
night out.”
Both Carmel (as an organiser of the
event) and John will be appearing at
Warrandyte’s Grand Read, upstairs
at The Grand Hotel at 7.30pm on
Tuesday March 24.
For more information about the
event, contact Warrandyte Neighbourhood House on 9844 1839 or
email info@warrandyteneighbourhoodhouse.org.au
*John’s 2013 MPU winning poem is
titled When he read the poem in the
room above the stairs. Carmel’s 2014
MPU winning poem is titled Wreck.
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Pottery expo is picture perfect

Pictures: STEPHEN REYNOLDS
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By CHERIE MOSELEN

HE much-loved annual
celebration, Warrandyte
Festival, was first held in
April 1977. An initiative
of the Warrandyte Environment League (WEL), the festival
assumed the simple banner “This
is Warrandyte” but its original program was a highly ambitious affair
spread over five days.
The festivities started on a Thursday evening with a children’s fancy
dress ball and by the following
Monday had featured: a rock dance
and film night, senior and junior
footy matches, children’s bush ballet and award winning play, dinner
dance, wool and craft sale, family
sing-along, six hour carnival, folk
dancing, and a number of displays
(fire prevention, environmental,
historical, art and school projects).
Netballers played a demonstration match, there were bush
walks and native plant sales, and
a parade coloured the main street
capturing the community spirit of
Warrandyte.
Because it ran from April 21 to 25,
an Anzac March helped draw celebrations to a close.
Apparently, the idea “for all of
Warrandyte to come together in
a community festival, without the
commercialism and exploitation of
the more elaborate affairs closer to
the city” came from Stan Stewart,
local Presbyterian minister at the
time and president of WEL from
1974-5.
Stan moved away from Warrandyte before he could realise his
ambition but his idea was carried
forward by three local identities,
Patrick Nuzum, Anne Martin and
Howard Geldard. Together, they rekindled Stan’s passion in 1976 and
gathered support
for it from the general community,
historical society,
local traders and
councillors.
With a budget in
hand, local lads
willing to help with
the sound and setup of equipment
for a concert and Diary cartoonist
Jock Macneish designing posters to
let the town know what was afoot,
the first festival got underway.
A WEL newsletter by Tim Ferguson and Howard Geldard, who were
part of the team of original organisers, later described a crippling
petrol strike in Melbourne that
nearly dismantled efforts from the
onset:
“There was literally no petrol in
the township – or anywhere else for
that matter. By some stroke of luck
we had arranged to hire a minivan
for the weekend and with its full
tank of petrol we managed to get
tents and caravans, equipment and
people mostly where they were supposed to be at the right time.
However in the end the petrol shortage was a godsend. It seemed the
whole town turned out to walk up
and down Yarra Street from one
event to another, visiting all the exhibits, marching in the parade and
sitting on the grass for a concert.
People met neighbours they hadn’t
seen for years and many new friendships were created.”
Over the years, charming festival
attractions like the CUB horse team
and wagon, which first clanked
its way down Yarra Street in 1979,
have come and gone.
However the Historical Goldmine
Tour, which first appeared in 1978,

The golden years
is not only still going but also still
draws a respectable 70-80 people
today.
“I was getting crowds of up to
200 people in the ‘80s,” tour guide
John Hanson told the Diary. “The
Uniting Church used to help me
put on cups of tea and scones back
then. But one year it poured down
and everyone scarpered for their
cars and took off, leaving us with
hundreds of uneaten scones! We
decided not to keep that part going,” John said.
John has run his illuminating tour
every Festival Sunday for the past
37 years, (bar one which his son
took in his stead).
John and wife, noted landscaper
Bev Hanson, moved onto four hectares in Webb Street in 1969 that
border the State Park. Their land is
close to a memorial cairn and tunnels and is covered with diggings. It
was originally known as the ‘Westbury’ Mining Reserve.
“Gold was first discovered in
Warrandyte in 1851 and we moved
into a place that had all this history,” said John. “As my knowledge
of it developed, I thought a walk
through the area seemed the best
way to share it with people.”
The stop-start tour, which takes
about an hour and a half, appeals
to 90-year-olds and children alike. It

Captain Koala’s festival frolics
THE Captain Koala and
Friends Show will hit the
main stage straight after
the Saturday parade at
12.15pm at the Warrandyte
Festival.
The high energy show,
aimed at smaller children
and their mums and dads,
feature Firefighter April
ably assisted, of course, by
Captain Koala himself.
For those that miss it – or
want another go – there
will be another show
mid-afternoon on the children’s interactive stage.
The awardwinning show,
created by CFA volunteer

April Himmelreich on a
panto and music script,
mixes fun with fact on bushfire safety.
So get with it and do the
Firefighter Shuffle!
Captain Koala & Friends
Show is hosted at the festival by the Warrandyte
Community Association’s
Be Ready Warrandyte campaign.
Be Ready Warrandyte is
funded by Manningham and
Nillumbik city councils, the
Warrandyte Community
Association and the
Warrandyte Market
Committee.

covers several important locations,
including Geraghty’s Mine, where
people can walk in about 15 metres
to a door that closes off some 800
metres of passages.
“The mines were a source of real
adventure for kids growing up
around here,” John said.
“People used to bring in candles and have séances, all sorts
of things, but officials eventually
closed them for public liability
reasons.”
One mine remains unsealed.
“Johnson’s mine was due to be
closed too, but I had noticed that
bats were flying out of it at night,”
he said. “So, I contacted a bat expert who suggested, because bats
were roosting inside, there should
be a compromise. A fence keeps
people out, but the mine itself is
still open.”
John’s tour is full of interesting
facts about Warrandyte’s goldmines and the area itself.
Almost 40 years later, it remains
one of the most popular additions
to the original festival program,
which still retains its character
from earlier days.
For details of John Hanson’s
goldmine tour, (donation to Walk
Against Want), go to the website
www.warrandytefestival.org or contact John direct on 9844 3906.

Terrific tour guide: John Hanson at home among the diggings
of yesterday’s goldmining reserve.

Be heard on the Writers’ Wall
RESIDENTS are invited to share their
Vision for Warrandyte on the WCA
Writers’ Wall, to be installed at the
Warrandyte Festival later this month.
The Writers’ Wall at the Warrandyte
Community Association marquee invites people to complete the phrase
“I want Warrandyte to be….”
In February the WCA invited its
members to attend the first meeting
this year and to share their suggestions for ideas and aspirations for the
Warrandyte community.
Inspired by Candy Chan’s interactive public art installations (which
have been repeated in over 70
countries), the WCA hopes that the
Writers’ Wall will encourage people
of all ages to share their dreams for

the Warrandyte of the future.
“We think the Writers’ Wall is a creative, interactive and fun way of collecting the thoughts and aspirations
of many members of our community,
and particularly of those who might
not be at ease or represented in public meetings and formal discussions,”
WCA committee member Lesley
Ryall said. “We’re looking forward
to hearing from young people whose
views are too often overlooked.”
The contributions to the Writers’
Wall will be retained and documented and is designed to help to inform
the WCA’s ongoing representation of
the Warrandyte community.
For more information contact
Lesley Ryall on 9844 2933.
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It’s festival time
It’s got music. It’s got soul.
Even designer ducks!
Warrandyte Festival is
coming your way March
20, 21 and 22. CHERIE
MOSELEN walks you
through the weekend that
has it all.

BATTLE
Local youth bands amp it up in a
battle for the top prize – a day in
a recording studio – from 6pm on
Friday March 20 at Stiggants Reserve. Feature headliners this year
are Cash the Madmen and Selling
Time. Soft drink, water and BBQ
will be available for cash purchase
on the night. This is a drug, smoke
and alcohol free event. Admission
is FREE.
ART
Enjoy Warrandyte Rotary’s 31st
exhibition of work by local and
interstate artists. Preview the art
and join in the festivities at the gala
champagne opening 7pm - 11pm on
Friday March 20, at the Warrandyte
Community Church in Yarra St.
Tickets cost $25.
The Art Show opens on Saturday
and Sunday from 10am. A $5 ticket
includes catalogue. Student entry
is free.
ROAD CLOSURES
Yarra St, between the Kangaroo
Ground Rd bridge roundabout and
Harris Gully Rd roundabout, will be
closed to traffic from 10.30am until
about 12pm on Saturday March 21.
PARADE
This year’s festival monarchs and “Smart Arts”
ambassadors, Cherry
and Joff Manders, will
lead the street parade
from the Mechanics
Institute in Yarra St to
Stiggants Reserve. The
official ceremony gets
underway on Saturday
March 21 at 11 am. Community groups, schools,
sports clubs, vintage
cars, fabulous floats to
beat the band – don’t
miss it!
MAIN STAGE MUSIC
The music starts at
12.15pm with local school and
bush bands and continues with
quality acts Winter Suns, Jakubi
and Nudist Funk Orchestra among
others. Sunday’s program features
a variety of talent from 11.30am, including Wishful, The Solicitors and
Davidson Brothers. Bring seating
and a picnic, or buy food and drink
across the weekend.
RIVERBANK STAGE
Uptown Brown kicks off the entertainment at noon on Saturday,
followed by a diverse line-up including Sideglance, Tristan Bird
and FLAXXON. Sunday’s program
starts with everyone’s favourite
Pet Parade at 9.30am. Triple J Unearthed High Acts will give music
lovers plenty to look forward to in
the afternoon.
DRESSED UP DUCKS
Pop in to the Top Tent, Upper Reserve, on Saturday between 10am
– 5pm and Sunday 9am – 12pm
to vote for your favourite designer duck in Warrandyte’s Most
Decorated Ducks competition.
Trophies awarded. Official winner
announced Sunday at 11.45am.
RIDES
The Family Bike Ride meets at the
Netball Courts in Taroona Avenue at 9am. Enjoy a leisurely ride
through the festival precinct and
Black Flat. Riders must provide
own safety equipment and a responsible adult must accompany
children under 15. Registration can

be completed on the day. For rules
and regulations visit the website
www.warrandytefestival.org
BILLY CARTS
Have you got the ‘metal’ to join the
billycart hall of fame? Carts line
up at the top of Police
Street from Sunday
9.30am. Registration
takes place between
8.30 – 9.15am for children aged eight to 15
years. The event features a parent’s race,
trophies and great
prizes. Carts MUST
meet strict safety criteria. For inquiries call
0418 357 282 or email
contact@warrandyte
festival.org
DUCK RACE
Up to 1000 plastic
ducks take the plunge
on Sunday at 2.30pm –
the first to make it downriver from
Police Street to Stiggants Street
wins. Ducks can be purchased
beforehand for $3 from local
schools, or during festival weekend from the Information Caravan.
Spec-quackular!
DISPLAYS
Discover a range of opportunities
through local groups and service
providers, including: Aboriginal
art exhibition, Combined Emergency Services, Parks Victoria and
Friends of Warrandyte State Park,
Reconciliation Manningham, Warrandyte Community Garden, Warrandyte Community Association,
Climate Action Now, Warrandyte
Toy Library, local council, stationary and steam engines, miners,
blacksmiths, woodcrafters, Animals
on the Move, reptiles, and solar/
electric bikes. Warrandyte Tennis
Club return with mini nets and radar gun.
SMART ARTS CENTRAL
On Saturday, this tent – located
downhill from the Community
Church – will give audience members an opportunity to get involved
with some of the stage performers.
Check out the Funky Monkeys children’s music and circus show from
12pm, followed by ukulele and African drumming workshops and professional storyteller. All for FREE!
NATURE ARTS PLAY
This popular activity, which returns
with the help of Manningham coun-

cil, can be found at Smart Arts Central this year. Children can build a
unique play space of cubbies, nests
and sculptures influenced by local
flora, from 12.00pm on Sunday only.
FOLLIES
Written and directed by Warrandyte Theatre Company members,
A Penny For Your Follies! is just the
ticket to tickle your funny bone.
Comic sketches and musical numbers will be staged on: March 19,
20, 21, 26, 27, 28 and April 9, 10 and

11, from 8pm at the Mechanics Institute Hall.
READ
In its 18th year, The Grand Read’s
feature guest is Alex Skovron, author of five collections of poetry
and a prose novella. Enjoy the work
of quality poets and writers at
Warrandyte’s annual literary night
of nights from 7.30pm on Tuesday
March 24, upstairs at the Grand
Hotel. Tickets cost $20 (Concession
$16) and include a light supper.

Please purchase in advance from
Warrandyte Neighbourhood House
on 9844 1839. For more info visit
the website www.warrandyte
neighbourhoodhouse.org.au
Check out www.warrandyte
festival.org for information including: program details, accessibility info, road closures, maps
and registration forms.
Facebookers can search ‘Warrandyte Festival’ for regular weekend updates.
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Warrandyte
Consulting Rooms
2 Trezise Street, Warrandyte
9844 3766 – 9844 1943

New doctors
now taking new patients
Dr Olivia Rimington
Dr Andrew Perrignon
Dr Libby Rochstein
Dr Esther Ko
Dr Paul Proimos

Dr Gail Dixon continues to see her regular patients
OPEN
Monday to Friday – 9am to 5.30/6pm
Saturday – 9am to 12pm
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Totem poles for peace
THE Warrandyte Uniting Church is
developing its garden area and part
of that includes the installation and
decoration of Totem poles.
Various schools, families and community groups were invited to dec-

orate the poles, with a message of
peace and what it means to us as far
as Warrandyte’s place in the world
is concerned.
Pictures: STEPHEN REYNOLDS
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Improve your
- core stability
- tone
- strength
- flexibility

Special Offer!
Join us for quality small
group classes on the Pilates
Reformer equipment.
Bring a friend and your
introductory session
is FREE when you
both purchase
ten sessions to get
started.

Pilates
Massage Therapy
Osteopathy
Remedial Massage Therapy and Osteopathy are claimable
on your health fund through our Hicaps system.

Call us! on 9844 5781
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Warrandyte High Open Night
WARRANDYTE High School students and teachers are very excited
about the upcoming Open Night on
Wednesday March 25, reports assistant principal Pamela Dunstall.
The school will be open between
4pm and 8pm, taking advantage
of daylight savings. Prospective
parents and students will have the
opportunity to attend an information session where they will be able
to hear key people speak about the
great things that are happening at
Warrandyte High. Families can take
self-guided tours where they can see
cooking demonstrations, educational displays and explosive science
hands-on activities. They will also
have the chance to speak to a range
of teachers from different faculties.
Principal Dr Stephen Parkin says,
“We look forward to the opportunity
to show off our resources and discuss our education programs with
members of our local community and
prospective new students.”
Scribblit launched
ON Tuesday February 24, Warrandyte High School officially launched
their anthology Scribblit, Taylor
Padfield reports.
Students, parents and teachers
attended the evening where Warrandyte High School’s assistant

principal Pamela Dunstall officially
released the 2015 publication. Scribblit includes an array of art works
and writing pieces (poems and short
stories) by about 50 students from
Years 7 to 12, including work from
some of the teachers.

On the night of the opening, the
audience was treated to musical performances such as Jocelyn Barker’s
performance of La Valse D’Amelie by
Yann Teiersen, on the keyboard. This
was followed by students reading
extracts of their work in Scribblit. The

“These types of relationships aren’t
always as obvious as a black eye or
split lip, so it is vital victims are empowered to deal with psychological
abuse as well,” Rosie says.
“I think throughout our communities, at any age, we’re learning it’s not
just about physical violence,” she
said. “Violence is also psychological,
which includes verbal. It’s not just
about physical harm, it’s far more
complex than that.”
Batty said it wasn’t until she was
40 that she finally realised the psychological and physical abuse wasn’t
her fault, proving the importance of

young people being able to recognise
the warning signs early.
Recent Australian research has revealed that 22% of women under the
age of 20 have experienced intimate
partner violence and what’s even
more concerning is that many young
women misinterpret behaviour like
extreme jealousy and controlling
tendencies as signs of love and affection. From these figures it is clear
that an app of this kind is long overdue and the creators have already
seen an overwhelming response.
Doncare director Carmel O’Brien
says, “We hear again and again from
young people that they are putting
up with things in relationships that
are really very disrespectful and
sometimes frightening.”
Working closely with domestic
violence victims, the Doncare team
is aware that young women feel they
are rarely warned about the very fine
line between controlling behaviours
and abuse. The app also promotes
self-esteem and confidence, as Batty
believes low self-esteem can lead
young women to enter and remain
in damaging relationships.
“If you’re approaching a relationship when you have no self-esteem,
you’re most likely to enter into
a toxic relationship,” Batty said.
“It will not get better, it will wear you
down and will reduce you to a very
low point.”
Her most important message? “If
(the relationship) doesn’t feel right,
get out of it. Get out.”
If you or someone you know is
impacted by domestic violence, call
1800 RESPECT on 1800 737 732 or
visit www.1800RESPECT.org.au
In an emergency, call 000.
The iMatter app is available at
iTunes and Google play stores.

level of talent exhibited in Scribblit is
outstanding, as the quality and range
of ideas and experiences explored is
nothing short of professional from
such young writers and artists.
Warrandyte High School’s English
teacher Barry Carozzi (the creator

of Scribblit) says the main goal for
Scribblit is to “raise the status of
creative writing in the school”.
Mr Carozzi said: “Everybody is creative; we all have it in us to produce
art works, stories and poems that are
new, unique and innovative. Scribblit
provides opportunities for students
to have their work published and
made available to a wider audience.
Some of the pieces in Scribblit are
very powerful. In some cases, they
are funny; in others, they are deeply
moving. Many contain incredibly
mature flashes of insight into how exciting, frightening, disturbing, scary,
blissful, depressing and ordinary life
can be. I think that often students
don’t realise just how moving and
powerful their writing is.”
Scribblit allows you as a reader to
gain an insight into what teenagers
are thinking and feeling. Feminism,
horses, bad dreams, what’s wrong
with Australia? The pain of loss, the
joy of falling in love and how the
universe began are just some of the
issues and subjects addressed in the
marvellous anthology from Warrandyte High School.
Scribblit is available for purchase
from the office at Warrandyte High
School.

Doncare produces iMatter app
By RUTH BIRCH

SOME people may find it hard to realise the warning signs of a potentially
violent partnership at first. Young
or old, no one is immune to the
psychological predatory behaviour
that domestic violence abusers use
to isolate victims before subjecting
them to more physical abuse.
Unfortunately, when family and
friends try to intervene they are
pushed away because the victim is
in denial about their situation: their
judgement clouded by emotion.
As is common in abusive relationships, the victim may experience
feelings of shame, intimidation and
fear, compounded by the isolation
from support networks that generally accompanies domestic abuse.
To combat this, local Manningham
counselling service Doncare has
developed a revolutionary new app
called iMatter, which takes the perceived judgement and pressure out
of identifying and accepting that one
may be in a harmful relationship.
The app is designed to help young
people recognise the early signs of
abusive and controlling behaviour
and empower them to avoid and
leave unhealthy relationships.
iMatter includes images, quizzes,
videos, a diary and links to information about domestic abuse services
in every country in the world. It also
includes positive messages designed
to encourage resilience and self-esteem in young people.
The project is managed by Youth
Foundation facilitator Katherine
Georgakopoulos and Doncare’s
placement student Jo Maddock,
who both oversaw the launch of the
iMatter app on February 14 by Australian of the Year and anti-domestic
violence campaigner Rosie Batty.

Youth Foundation facilitator
Katherine Georgakopoulos with
the new iMatter app.

Hey buddy, give me a hug

Say hello to Cluckingham Palace

WARRANDYTE Primary School’s 2015 school
captains Kayden and Caitlin welcomed the
Foundation (Prep) students to their first year
of primary school recently.
The school runs a highly successful buddy
program that ensures these young students
feel safe and supported. The school is a big
and new environment for the young students,
but with the help of the wise Grade Sixers they
have a friendly face to play games with, read a
story to and just have fun.
The Year 6 students have a wonderful relationship with their ‘buddies’ and regular
classroom activities promote leadership skills.
The Year 6 buddies show tremendous care and
compassion and are often the first people that
the prep students run to if they need help. Activities can include reading and writing stories,
creating games together, enjoying a picnic and

ANDERSON’S Creek Primary School is celebrating the arrival of six 18-week old hens
following the construction of their new
chook house over the past few months.
The idea was the brainchild of parent Kris
Dixon who has overseen its construction
along with parents Katie Taubert and Trudi
Smith.
Grade 2 children are involved in looking
after the chooks, collecting the eggs, providing feed and maintaining the facility.
The entire school has been involved in a
competition to name the hen house which
is now known as Cluckingham Palace.
Children have also been asked to name
individual hens, some being donated by
families in the school.
“This initiative has been overwhelmingly
supported by many ACPS families,” Princi-

science experiments.
Pictured with the school captains are Foundation students George, Mitchell, Marley and
Evie.

pal Trevor Gibbs said.
“A big thankyou to those who have provided construction material and labour to
build the palace.”
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Let’s go for a paddle
By LARA MCKINLEY

IT was a triumphant moment. I had
just kayaked through my first —
what felt like — big set of rapids.
The Yarra was running fast and
strong. I shouted, “Whoop!”
Well, I don’t think I actually got
the end of the word out before the
boat flipped over. I was out in a
heartbeat, wondering, “What just
happened?”
The diagnosis: premature celebration. It was a rookie mistake. I had
stopped paddling too soon and the
shifting currents got me.
But it was so much fun to be out
on the river, despite the dunking.
The bush was spectacular; the river mist poetic.
That was four years ago and I was
hooked.
Our stretch of river is the perfect
place to learn to paddle. The runs
are relatively short and the rapids
are playful and challenging without
being too big and dangerous.
“Just get out and try it,” advises
veteran kayaking instructor Brian
Cooper, who has been paddling the
Yarra for 30 years. “But don’t go in
blind. Find out what it’s all about
and never paddle alone.”
According to Brian the best place
to start is a basic skills course with
Canoeing Victoria, based at Templestowe.
The accredited full-day course
covers equipment, safety, simple
paddling strokes and breaking into
and out of currents, as well as capsizing practice.
Commercial operators such as
Andrew Farrance Kayaking and
Bindaree Outdoor Adventures also
offer learn-to-paddle days and guided river trips.
Prices range $150–$250 for the
day-long courses.
With the basics under your belt,
kayaking clubs are more than willPaddle power: Stefan Carey takes
on Bob’s Rock (above) while veteran kayaking instructor Brian Cooper
reckons he knows the Yarra river
better than the lines on his face.
Pictures: LARA McKINLEY

Burma dreaming
Carolyn, I am thinking of
a trip to Burma but like
my creature comforts –
what can you suggest?
Joan, Warrandyte South

ing to take you out for a taste of
whitewater paddling.
“It’s cheap and fun. There are people with expertise, equipment and
experience, to help you improve
your skills,” Brian says.
Kirinari and Whitehorse clubs
both run semi-monthly novice paddles on the Yarra. The Warrandyte
Kayakers meet-up group also has
social river trips.
Gear can be rented from Canoes
Plus in Kew or borrowed from club
members.
“The aim is to make sure no one
walks away without saying, ‘I want

to do this again’,” Brian says.
That was certainly the case with
me — and that was even before I
saw my first platypus.
People travel for hours to paddle
here. How lucky are we that it’s
right on our doorstep?
More info: Canoeing Victoria:
http://vic.canoe.org.au. The next
basic skills course is Sunday
March 15; Kirinari Kayak Club:
http://kirinari.canoe.org.au
Whitehorse Canoe Club: www.
whitehorsecanoeclub.com Canoes
Plus: http://www.canoesplus.com.
au – Warrandyte Meet-up Group:

http://www.meetup.com/PortPhillip-Paddlers-WarrandyteKayakers-ka-yackers

Three classic runs
Jumping Creek to Warrandyte
Bridge
This lovely stretch of river is
a great place to practice your
technique on the easy-to-navigate
Grade 1 rapids and still, gentle
pools.
An added bonus: the delicious
smug factor, arriving at the bridge
to an admiring audience. Be sure
to navigate that last section with
aplomb.
Warrandyte Bridge to Pound Bend
Paddle past the village to the
Police Rapid. This is a good place
to learn to “surf’’ — pointing your
boat upstream and letting the
wave hold you. The river does a
big loop to Pound Bend, past the
tunnel. Don’t be tempted to paddle
through the tunnel, as hidden logs
can quickly pin a kayak. There are a
series of narrow, fast-flowing Grade
1–2 rapids on this section.
Lower Homestead Rd to Wittons
Reserve, Wonga Park.
This stretch of river is a step up
from the previous two paddles and
by far the most popular section to
kayak. The water is stronger, faster
and the rapids are trickier to navigate. The grade 2 rapids – Bob’s
Rock (immortalised for Kirinari
paddler Bob Townsend who always
capsized here) and the Island – can
be challenging, particularly in higher water.

VEILED in mystery, Burma – or Myanmar as it’s
now known – is slowly
emerging from the shadows of its more developed
neighbours. Left by visitors for over
a generation, now is the time for
adventurous travellers to experience
Burma’s raw allure and undeniable
charm, Joan.
Encounter ornate pagodas and
gilded religious stupas, thriving cities built on the river’s edge, friendly
smiles at every turn and entire villages floating on a lake. Immerse yourself in ancient Buddhist traditions
and learn about the sacred cultures
that have remained unchanged for
centuries.
Enjoying the convenience of only
having to unpack just once, a river cruise between Mandalay and
Yangon is a perfect way to see this
amazing country which is still in its
tourism infancy.
Most Irrawaddy river cruises are
based on an all inclusive rate – the
only thing you’ll need in your pocket
is your camera.
River cruising in Burma provides
travellers with a luxurious yet authentic river cruising experience.
The RV Samatha (pronounced sama-ta) is host to renowned chef Luke
Nguyen’s culinary program for those
foodies looking for the complete
culinary experience.
Explore the archaeological treasure
trove of more than 2200 temples in
Bagan; step aboard a horse-drawn
cart to take in the sights of Inwa; and
enjoy an intimate look at village life
with a pottery-making demonstration by local artisans in Yandabo
– there is so much to do.
Perhaps enhance your Burma discovery with a cruise along the southern section of Inle Lake to see the ingenious one-legged rowing technique
used by the local fisherman.
Burma promises an unforgettable
adventure through this once-forgotten land, go now, Joan, before the
rest of the world catches on!
Our travel expert Carolyn is the
manager of Warrandyte Travel
and Cruise. Email her at carolyn@
warrandytetravel.com.au

182 Heidelberg–Warrandyte Rd, Warrandyte
Phone 9844 3637 Email info@cbtp.com.au

The only place to stay in
a cabin, in a caravan or
for a camping experience
n Pool, BBQs, Camp Kitchen, Games Room & undercover
‘al fresco’ area
n Pets OK (with pet friendly cabins in addition to sites)
n We host local birthday parties!
n Cost effective accommodation for visiting family or friends
n Try before you buy – don’t buy a tent, come and try ours!
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It’s time to
appreciate
our beautiful
state parks

f

Diary goes global ... send us your travel photos
It well and truly seems they just can’t get enough of the
Warrandyte Diary overseas – even John Harvard at
Cambridge took time out to catch up on all our local news
(even if he is a statue).
Meanwhile, two campers closer to home were seen in the
camping ground at Lake Catani on Mt Buffalo finding a quiet
moment to flick through our pages.
The Warrandyte Diary in conjunction with Crystal Brook
Tourist Park is offering a free weekend away in a cabin at
CBTP, so keep your Diary Goes Global entries coming.
Send your holiday snaps featuring the Warrandyte Diary
newspaper to editor@warrandytediary.com.au with DIARY
GOES GLOBAL in the subject line and basic details of
where the image was taken.

By LAUREN MUELLER

AMBODIA, like many other
countries, is in constant
deliberation between conservation and using natural resources.
During my recent stay in Cambodia I visited an indigenous
community in the Areng Valley.
This beautiful place in south west
Cambodia is surrounded by the forests of the Cardamom Mountains.
Massive trees, hundreds of years
old, provide habitat for birds such
as hornbills and bee-eaters.
The forest is abundant with
reptiles, waterfalls and refreshing
swimming holes. It is also home
to some rare species such as the
Asian Elephant and the Siamese
Crocodile, which desperately need
protecting.
The people who live in the valley
are some of the most kind, generous and gentle people I’ve ever had
the pleasure of spending time with.
The world’s largest hydro company, Sinohydro, is planning to – with
support from the government
– build a large hydro dam, which
would flood the entire valley and
displace over 400 families.
I met an elderly woman who told
us that “officials” made her place a
thumb print on a contract, written
in English, that she could not read,
which the community later found
out would hand over rights of their
land.
An activist group called Mother
Nature has begun a community-based campaign against this
development and has started an
ecotourism project called Wild KK
Project to bring tourism and nature
lovers like us into the area with the
hope that this will create support
for the communities in the Areng
Valley.
This situation led me and my
travel buddies to think about some
conflicts of interest. With a couple
of us being avid renewable energy
supporters, it was sometimes hard
to see whether building the dam
or preserving the valley would be
more beneficial on a broader scale.
We all felt more sympathetic for the
communities and the forest, it was
impossible not to, and even now
that I’m home I would still support
those people over the massive Chinese hydro company.
However, it made me feel helpless
when asking myself whether it was
possible to win over all when it
comes to energy or is somebody
or something always going to draw
the short straw?
Don’t get me wrong, renewable
energy is much better than fossil
fuels in terms of reducing carbon
emissions and preserving human
livelihood, however, I’m looking
forward to a time when we can live
our lives without exploiting land
and people. If you would like to
find out more about Mother
Nature or the Wild KK project visit
www.mothernature.pm
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Treasure trove of tasty treats
By MICHELLE PINI

THERE’S a new fine wine merchant
in Yarra Street, but don’t expect to
find Victoria Bitter or Jim Beam at
this store.
Boutique wine and craft beer purveyors Warrandyte Cellars specialise
in hard-to-get labels, single vineyard
offerings and collectors’ items.
“We are committed to finding those
things which are difficult to access
like special vintages or limited releases,” says owner Ross Wilson.
Wandering around the store is an
exciting prospect for wine buffs as it
is a journey through a treasure trove
of well-chosen, small producers scattered with benchmark labels. There
are amazing niche varietals waiting to
be discovered as well as sought-after
labels like Henschke, Mosswood, Mt
Mary or a very tempting ’99 Wynns
Coonawarra Estate Cabernet Sauvignon – but that’s as commercial as
the offerings get.
“We vehemently look for smaller,
family owned, and operated boutique
vineyards as well as iconic labels, and
we source those things that are hard
to access,” Ross says, who also owns
and operates Olinda Cellars. He has
a long history in retail and wholesale
liquor and started out working for
Safeway in Monbulk.
“It prompted a lifelong ambition to
open my own store – and then with
Olinda Cellars doing so well, we
decided to open another one. Plus,
I needed somewhere to store all the
wine,” he says, laughing.
And that’s not an exaggeration: with
over 1400 specialist wine producers
and 240 craft beers plus artisan ciders and boutique spirits, the biggest
customer issue is choice.

Manager Joe Libertino is also a
veteran liquor purveyor.
“We have what other stores don’t,”
Joe says. “We focus on quality and
our experience allows us to choose
products that represent value for
money.”
Joe loves talking to people, especially about wine and admits “some
customers are overwhelmed, but
excitedly so”.
With a manager who is “always up
for a chat”, the store’s regular Friday
night wine tastings offer a perfect
opportunity to discover a special
drop or learn more about wine. Like
the store’s range, the tastings are
not traditionalist and feature new
vineyards, varietals and regions each
week, plus occasional comparative
and retrospective tastings.
The weekly tastings have become
regular social gatherings at the
Olinda store and Ross says: “We
hope that will happen in Warrandyte
too. We love Friday nights which are
very social affairs – one couple got
married after meeting at one of our
tastings.”
As well as regular tastings, Warrandyte Cellars plan to hold wine
dinners and serve wine on the premises accompanied with simple fresh
produce in the near future.
Customers are also encouraged to
mix their own dozens from a range
of 15 ever-changing bin-end products
chosen for their value for money
aspect.
Warrandyte Cellars, Shop 3&4,
242 Yarra Street are open Mon-Sat
11am – 8pm and Sundays 11am –
6pm. For more information phone
9844 5590 or visit olindacellars.com

Junior
masterclass
at Olivigna

One giant reason to get egg-cited!
SO, just what is our lovable lolly lady
up to now?
“Well, a GIGANTIC 6kg Easter Egg
landed on my doorstep, and it got
me thinking ... someone who patrons
my shop should win this,” vivacious
Francesca Longfield, owner of Warrandyte Lollies & Treats said.

How do you win? It’s easy. When
you spend $20 or more on all her
scrummy treats in store you will be
given a complementary raffle ticket
to be in the running to win the giant
6kg milk chocolate egg.
It’s on display at Warrandyte Lollies
& Treats for all to drool over.

GOOD news for Warrandyte’s
budding chefs…this school holidays those aged six and over
can have a wonderful (and parent-free) morning learning how
to make their very own pasta
at Olivigna, Warrandyte’s own
Italinate winery and olive grove
set on 20 acres.
The estate’s own Italian pasta
maker will teach the mini cooks
everything they need to know.
After some fun, hands on learning in a small group of eight,
they will take a seat in a private
dining room.
Head chef Colin Swalwell,
meanwhile, will prepare their
delicious efforts. These will be
served as a shared mini feast,
with a glass of Italian soft
drink. Proud parents and guardians are welcome to join the
mini feast.
The Junior Pasta MasterClass
will take place on April 9 from
10am to Noon. $50 per child,
$25 per adult. Bookings essential at http://olivigna.com.au/
whats-on
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Surprising week in the rainforest
P here, quickly!”
a command from
above. I fled the
lawn and joined my
hosts on the deck.
Just emerging from the rainforest, a
Cassowary stopped to feed on palm
fruit a few feet from where I had
recently stood.
Fascinated, I watched, while my
hosts at Kuranda Birdwatchers Cabin
told me about this male. It has foraged in the Kuranda area for at least
40 years. Locals know him by the size
and shape of his casque. When he
has chicks he visits more regularly. In
2014 he had visited with two chicks.
One died early; the second was last
seen in mid November.
In subsequent visits by the male,
no chicks were seen. Sadly, the
second had succumbed as well. It is
disheartening to hear that the long-

nature
Words and photo montage
by LINDA ROGAN

term survival of Cassowaries in this
area is precarious due to increasing
traffic, logging, development and
number of domestic dogs.
The next days were dry and hot. We
ventured off to Yungaburra, hoping
to spot a tree kangaroo. Wandering
along the mostly shady Peterson’s
Creek, on the edge of town, I stepped
onto the swinging bridge and looked
into the thick canopy of an overhanging tree. A grey-green tail with a narrow white-tipped hook was hanging
down. Above this, big eyes in a furry
face stared back at me. A greenish
tinge was enhanced by the sunlight

filtering through broad green leaves.
I never expected to get a close look
at a green ringtail possum in broad
daylight. Perhaps it felt too hot for
its normal daytime sleep.
We were told about a tea plantation
nearby where tree kangaroos are
often seen. Here a strip of rainforest
remains, just barely connected by
narrow corridors to Wooroonooran
National Park.
On arrival, I walked slowly along
the roadside, camera with telephoto
lens attached, searching the canopy
for the sight of another dangling tail.
Peter was several metres behind
me when I heard a rustling in the
bush close by. I gasped as a tree
kangaroo, small to medium dogsized, approached steadily. I backed
slowly and called to Peter to get the
other camera, fearing I couldn’t photograph the animal so close. Long

curved claws were visible on the
front feet as it seemed to inspect me,
sniffing and giving me the once-over.
Then it returned into the bush. I
heard its progression toward my
husband who was returning from
the car. Still looking into the bush,
I heard a yelp from Peter. He soon
approached with a bleeding hand
and a bewildered look on his face. He
said that the tree kangaroo had approached him quickly, giving him no
chance to take a photo. The animal
had reached up with its front claws
securing a hold on Peter’s shirt. He
pushed it away, it fell on its back and
returned into the bush.
Fortunately the scratches on Peter’s hand and belly were not serious.
But what was going on? A local naturalist surmises that this male, which
is known to spend more than average
time on the ground, was keeping

Peter away from a female. Peter’s
comment was, “Well, it’s a long time
since any male has considered me
a threat.”
So much else happened during this
week but one last surprise needs
mentioning. The dry weather made
me despair of seeing a Hercules
moth, one of the reasons for a wet
season trip.
Finally the storm clouds rolled
in and we got to experience a real
tropical downpour. Our hosts erected a light sheet to attract moths
that night, but by bed time, no large
moths. A morning check revealed a
male Hercules moth, the largest moth
in Australia. I got a few quick photos
only before he began to bat his wings
frantically. We watched for several
seconds as he rose and sailed away,
well above the rainforest canopy. My
heart rose with him.

Terry Gill – a man of many parts, we bid you farewell
ANY older Warrandyte
residents will be saddened to hear of the
recent death of wellknown actor and onetime Warrandyte resident Terry Gill.
Terry played the role of Father
Christmas at the annual Carols by
Candlelight concert for 27 years, the
last in 2014 when already quite ill.
Of course that was not his only or
best-known role; he had various roles
in many well-known TV programs
from Prisoner and Flying Doctors to
A Country Practice and Blue Heelers.
He also featured in one of the best
known Australian films, Crocodile
Dundee, and his face and voice would
be familiar to many, many people,
both in Australia and overseas.
Terry will be remembered by many
in Warrandyte as a warm and generous man with a wicked sense of humour. The Gill family came to live in
Warrandyte some time in the 1970s.
Their children Erin and Eden grew up
and went to school here. Terry took
an active part in many community
activities including the Warrandyte
Primary School committee and the
North Warrandyte film club.
Before the days of multiplex cinemas close at hand, he organised the
showing of first-run films such as
Jaws and Taxi Driver to an appreciative local audience.
Terry and wife Carole Ann also
wrote, produced and starred in
school holiday pantomimes.
Based on the British pantomime
tradition, these employed many
local young people as well as giving
a wide range of future stars a chance
to shine on stage.

Going to Westfield Shoppingtown
for the holiday panto became standard holiday fare for many Warrandyte youngsters.
They were entertained by the May
Downes dancers, actors and comedi-

ans, sparkly costumes and sly asides
from Terry guaranteed to amuse the
parents.
In 1977 Terry and Carole Ann
started the Bull and Bush Theatre
Restaurant based in the upstairs

room at the Grand Hotel in Warrandyte. Their winning formula won
many friends and it proved a most
successful venture. Most clubs’ and
societies’ fundraising efforts were
enhanced by his attendance at these

enjoyable evenings.
After six years and increasing success, the theatre restaurant moved
to bigger premises in Hawthorn and
then onto the Tivoli Theatre which
only closed its doors in 2012. Even
after that Terry and Carole Ann
continued with their much-loved
children’s shows in a local hall in
East Malvern.
Terry and Carole Ann lived in
several different houses around the
township before moving away but
they always maintained their links
with the town. They had previously
compered the Warrandyte Festival
parade on occasions and returned to
do it again with Terry’s outrageous
asides raising much hilarity amongst
spectators.
Terry will be missed by so many
people: his legions of fans; his fellow
actors and his friends in the Warrandyte community. Most of all he will
be missed by his wife Carole Ann,
with whom he had a long and loving
relationship, daughter Erin, son Eden
and his family. Terry always loved
Warrandyte. The Bull and Bush Room
at the Grand Hotel will remind all of
his sense of fun and distinguished
acting career. Vale Terry.

Everyone in Warrandyte reads the Diary

VAL POLLEY

For advertising that works (now online too!) call Briony on 9844 0555
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Warrandyte Health

PILATES

Uniting Church, Cnr Taroona Ave & Westend Rd, Warrandyte

BOOK NOW
Tue & Thur 6.30-7.30pm, Fri 10.30am
BYO mat, drink bottle and hand towel

Improves posture, balance, flexibility, core strength
Improves health, confidence and decrease back pain
4Pelvic Floor Safe Exercises 4Level 2 Pilates Instructor
4Personal Training 430 yrs Nursing Experience
4Suitable for All Ages — Mature Adults Welcome
Bookings: Dee 0425 747 819, info@deetermination.com.au
www.deeterminationfitness.com.au

You’re in safe hands
PAUL J. GILLING
REBECCA VAN DER JAGT
B.Sc, B.AppSc, Grad Dip Manip Therapy MAPA

Warrandyte Physiotherapy Centre
2 Trezise Street, Warrandyte 9844 1566

Member of Manipulative Physiotherapists Association of Australia

Acupuncture
Warrandyte
Sam Dudgeon
B.Hlth Sc (Acu) Dip RM. TTM. REF,
Member ATMS, AHPRA

ACUPUNCTURE – HERBAL MEDICINE – TRADITIONAL CUPPING
REMEDIAL MASSAGE – THAI MASSAGE – REFLEXOLOGY – TUINA

82 Yarra Street 0402 087 693 www.tcmwarrandyte.com

Cool cat cruising Great Alpine Rd
H AT ’ S f u n n y. I
would never have
expected you to do
anything like that.
I thought you’d be
too conservative to try it.”
So, how do you possibly reply
to a statement like that? It’s
a bit like the old legal no-no
of asking the accused: “And
when did you stop beating
your wife?”
I had thought I was, all too
obviously, a switched on,
groovy, cool cat only to be
flattened by the revelation
that there was at least one
person out there who thought
my flares and body shirts indicated more about me than my
trendy dress sense.
I had been discussing, with
my bewildered listener, the
four-day trip Herself and I had
taken a few weeks earlier. We
had driven a lot of the north
east of Victoria in our earlier
years but had never driven
the Great Alpine Rd from
the south so we decided to
rectify that. We waited until
there were few forecasted
days of relatively mild weather, booked our dog-friendly
accommodation and set off.
You can’t get too excited
about the trip down through
‘The Valley’ but it was easy
driving and the weather was
warm without being too influenced by the coal-fired
emissions. We had been surprised that the countryside
was as green as it was but our
surprise escalated when we
turned left at Bairnsdale and
headed up the Great Alpine
Rd. Evidently the region has
had continual rain up to the
day before we set off so it
was understandable that the

kibbled
“Harnessed,
with a pilot
behind me, the
wind gusting
into my face and
a ridiculously
small piece of
nylon material
languishing on
the ground
behind us, I did
have second
thoughts.”
cattle were smiling as they
wandered through lush, udder-tickling pasture.
Our first stop was Bruthen.
Being of a certain age and of
a certain physical disintegration, I kept thinking we were
going to stop at Brufen for a
little anti-inflammatory tablet
with our coffee. Instead we
had an “award winning” pie
and an even more “award winning” vanilla slice. The fame
of these awards must have
spread like gastritis amongst
the grey nomads if the rows
of parked caravans and four
wheel drives were anything to
go by. Next to these huge Ton-

TAXATION AND ACCOUNTING
• Taxation Return Preparation
• Electronic Lodgement Service
• Accounting & Business Consultants

SHOP 5, 35-37 DRYSDALE ROAD, WARRANDYTE
9844 2661 A/H 9844 2540

JOHN ROBERTS

and Associates

Certified Practising Accountants

ka units and their attached
stretch caravans, our lightly
laden, modest Camry looked
like the mosquito at the Rumble in the Jungle.
We sneaked away and travelled through the beautiful
countryside to Dinner Plain
where we were pleasantly
surprised by how attractive
the heavily controlled, designer village is. Nestled on
the side of a mountain, the
architect-designed houses,
built only of wood, stone (we
did see one adobe property)
and corrugated iron, can have
no fences and must be positioned on the block so as to
cause the least disruption to
the trees. DP is a ‘snow play’
resort unlike the serious skiing resort of Mt Hotham, our
next stop.
Hotham: top of the mountain, complete with large
apartment blocks of accommodation, ski lifts heading
off in all directions, low snow
vegetation and ski hire shops
and food and drink temples,
all waiting with baited breaths
for the first whiff of snow-addicted money. The prices
in winter are disorienting,
aided, no doubt, by the thin
atmosphere and the reek of
mating pheromones but the
exorbitant prices are not
as stomach-churning as the
winding road down the mountain to Harrietville.
From Harrietville to Bright
you pass through pleasant
valleys bordered by tree-covered hills. We have visited
Bright before so we stopped
to stroll down some familiar
streets and I stayed outside
the supermarket with our
dog, Monty, whilst Herself

bought some provisions. As
I was idly passing away the
time, I glance up to see 10
or so paragliders soaring
high above and just to the
south-east of Bright. It was a
“Eureka!” moment.
The trip up the Pinecorp-owned mountain in a
bouncing 4WD along a rutted
service road was cause for
my first wave of uncertainty.
The valley floor seemed hundreds of kilometres below
and when I asked how high
we were, I was not reassured
to find that we were only a
quarter of the way up. At
the top - on that day it was
awash with cross-country
(sic) competitors - there came
the inevitable signing away of
all legal and financial rights if
death occurred.
Harnessed, with a pilot/
operator behind me, the wind
gusting into my face and a
ridiculously small piece of
nylon material languishing
on the ground behind us, I did
have second thoughts. Ahead
was a sheer drop, 800 feet
to the valley floor. When the
nylon sail rose, he told me to
run. I closed my eyes and ran.
My feet left the ground, my
eyes opened, I nestled back
into the tandem seat and we
rode the thermals to 1300 feet.
We “rode” for 30 minutes
and glided in to land at our
rendezvous point but not
before executing a stomach-churning, double reverse
death spiral.
I floated to our car. A scaredy
cat conservative? Never! A
70-year-old cool cat? You
betcha!
ROGER KIBELL

Need help?

Onsite Computer Repairs for Home and Business
Experienced Technicians

We come to you
Phone 1300 264 552
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Yoga, Meditation &
Creative Dance

Release your stress
Improve your well being
Calm your mind in serene
surroundings
Classes for adults & children

BHAVA YOGA & DANCE CENTRE

5a West End Rd, Warrandyte

9844 1128

bhavacentre@gmail.com

WARRANDYTE
✷✷ GLASS ✷✷

When strange things happen
LOTTING my original ABC-TV four-part
drama Marion, I was
determined to cover
my tracks. I set the
story amongst the tall timber
of East Gippsland, far from my
first one-teacher experience
in the Mallee. I made the
beginner teacher a woman. I
placed it in the time of my own
childhood – 1942.
But hidden forces were at
work.
As I wandered through the
wonderful, accurate and evocative studio sets, prior to the
commencement of the first
day of studio filming in the
ABC studios in Ripponlea,
I found one period element
that jarred.
In the apparently faultless
set representing the interior
of the school committee president’s farmhouse there was a
telephone. But it didn’t look
right; too exotic. It had been
hired from a noted collector,
an Ericsson model from the
1920s. Then I looked closer
at the telephone number. It
was Rainbow 192D. The phone
number of our first school
residence was Rainbow 192U,
the other instrument on a
two-party line. Inauthentic
indeed!
A few of the actors had
wandered on set by this time
and when I pointed out this
remarkable ‘coincidence’ they

looked askance: actors are a
superstitious lot. But I was
assured that the telephone
was exactly right.
Some years later, Judy and
I spent a few nights as guests
of the farming couple who
were secretary of the Mothers’
Club and School Committee
president during the years
when I was their teacher. The
school had closed and been
demolished by this time.
I told the story of the strange
phone. Saying nothing, our
host left us for a few minutes,
returning with the records of
the school committee during
1942 – there was the name of
the president – and his telephone number: Rainbow 192U!
Several years later, colleague
and good friend Howard Griffiths and I were commissioned
by the ABC to adapt the epic
novel Power Without Glory. We
broke the book into 26 parts,
shaped each into a separate
episode and wrote the first
episode together, then assembled a team of four or five
writers to script the series.
The morning after the first
episode went to air nationally,
two doctors – a pediatrician
and a gynaecologist – were

ND on this
sad day, we
hereby commit this little
body unto
the earth from which every
living creature hath come …
earth to earth, ashes to ashes,
dust to dust …’
The burial of a budgerigar
isn’t quite as traumatic as that
of a beloved family dog, say,
or even a favourite pet lamb,
but it’s a sobering occasion
nonetheless. We should know.
A quiet part of our hillside is
scattered with tiny graves,
marking the passing of various avian pets through the
portals of budgie heaven.
The first, named ‘Reepicheep’ by our young son
(who has always had a distinct genius for coming up
with apt names on the spur
of the moment), had been
rescued from the clutches
of a butcher bird outside the
primary school at 3.20 one
afternoon, much to the relief
of a horde of horror-stricken
preppies, who’d just emerged
from the school building like
a swarm of newly hatched
flying ants. Our son carefully
cradled the bedraggled bird

all the way home. Now what?
We didn’t have anywhere to
keep it, and in any case I’ve
never liked the idea of keeping
birds in cages.
Nevertheless we quickly
acquired a large aviary. Poor
Reepicheep looked a wee bit
lost in there all by herself. She
wasn’t a particularly bright
budgie, being mostly yellow with a rather small head
and very little brain, but she
seemed healthy enough and
certainly ate well.
Unsurprisingly, nobody
claimed her, so after a week or
so we drove down to the pet
shop in Eltham and bought
her three new friends – friends
who obviously had to have
matching names like ‘Caspian’
(the gorgeous) and ‘Aslan’
(the boss). It didn’t seem to
matter that Aslan was a girl.
Budgies are rather like rabbits in their breeding habits,
a fact previously unsuspected by us. Before we knew it,
there were 21, mostly thanks
to Aslan and her princely
spouse.
One batch of tiny eggs even
hatched in the depths of a
cold snap, when hailstones
piled up thickly around the

opening their joint practice in
far-off suburban Perth. They
were discussing the previous
night’s TV viewing. “That Power Without Glory” looks like a
good show,” one commented.
“Yes, my brother-in-law wrote
the script,” one of them said
proudly. “No, my brother-inlaw wrote the script,” countered the other.
They were both right. The
gynaecologist was married
to my wife Judy’s sister, the
pediatrician was married to
Howard’s wife’s sister!
A year or two later again, a
niece of mine was working as
a nurse at an HIV clinic in Sydney. She and the social worker
in the clinic had become close
friends. They were discussing
Picnic at Hanging Rock, which
they had seen separately. “My
uncle wrote the screenplay,
one of them proclaimed. “No,
my uncle wrote it,” the other
argued.
They were both right. The
nurse was my sister’s daughter, the social worker was my
wife’s brother’s daughter!
They had become firm friends
not knowing they were related
by marriage. Forty years later
they are still firm friends.
I secured the job on Picnic
because of where I live. Author Joan Lindsay had right of
approval of producer, director
and screenwriter. Pat Lovell
and Peter Weir had passed

muster, now it was my turn.
We met for lunch at the ABC
canteen in Ripponlea.
“Where do you live?” was
Joan’s first question. “Warrandyte,” I replied. “Then that
will be all right,” she said.
“Someone from Warrandyte
will understand what that
book’s all about!”
It turned out that of all places, Warrandyte was special to
Joan. She had been especially
close to Penleigh Boyd, the
renowned Warrandyte artist
who was her cousin. She had
often visited his family when
she was an art student, I even
heard that she met her future
husband Daryl Lindsay here
in Warrandyte.
“How did you get to Warrandyte in those days?” I asked.
“Why, by train to Ringwood,”
she answered. “Then on to
Warrandyte in a horse-drawn
drag.”
“That drag was operated by
a Mr Bill Hussey?” I said.
“I don’t remember his name,”
she answered
“Well, he’s in the book, except he’s Ben Hussey.” (Ben
drove the girls on their fateful
journey to Hanging Rock.) “Bill
Hussey was our son-in-law’s
grandfather!”
“Well,” Joan countered with
a twinkle, “strange things
happen, don’t they?”

By MARILYN MOORE

house and snowflakes settled
briefly.
We feared for the tiny naked squeakers, but budgies
are tough little beggars. The
hollow log containing the
hatchlings was sheltered
from freezy breezes, and sure
enough, the babies thrived.
Tiny pink blobs with gaping
beaks and large tight-shut
eyes slowly morphed into
brightly feathered fledglings,
and it was an exciting day indeed when they first stretched
their wings and flew.
By this time we had two aviaries, and the residents were
separated according to need,
mostly to keep Aslan from
pecking the other breeding
females to death. We were too
soft-hearted – it might have
been better to separate males
and females. The prevention
of inbreeding became a priority as batch after batch of eggs
arrived. We removed hollow
logs and nesting boxes, but to
no avail; Aslan the Insatiable

Lwr Cnr Melbourne Hill &
Houghton Rds, Warrandyte
Consultation by Appointment

Phone 9844 3071

NEW WEEKEND HOURS
SATURDAY 8–4 SUNDAY 10–12

Terry Ryan
9879 0373

or
Mobile: 0418 369 294

grant mcgregor
0431 157 025 • 9844 3424
maca.mcgregor@bigpond.com

Carter Art
Artistry in Iron

Functional products with
artistic qualities – hand
rails, screens, gates, house
hardware, handmade to
your design or mine

0418 357 282
NEIL CARTER

garden design
& maintenance
landscaping
sustainable solutions
fully insured

love
landscapes

Halls for Hire
Uniting Church Hall................................9844 3547
Anglican Church Hall.............................9844 2193
Mechanics Hall................................. 0408 443 368

CLIFF GREEN

RIP our beloved budgerigar
our place

Dr Stuart Turner (B.V.Sc.)
& Associates

All types of
glass, glazing,
mirrors, shower
screens

simply dug herself a nesting
burrow in the ground.
Worn out by at least a decade of frenzied breeding,
Aslan eventually fell off her
perch and was solemnly carried up the hill to be buried
next to Reepicheep, her old
rival.
The breeding rate slowed
considerably, and 25 years later we were finally down to one
bird – a worthy grandma who
was surely the oldest budgie
alive, so old that nobody
could remember her name
or indeed whether she’d ever
had one. She spent her days
happily chattering to anybody
(or anything) that’d listen.
She loved her nanna naps
and budgie treats. But she’s
suddenly gone. Vanished!
Budgie’s singular disappearance coincides with the recent
arrival of two lively fox cubs,
and a dirty big tell-tale hole
gapes under one wall of the
aviary. Poor old budgie.
So there’ll be no funeral, no
return of a little body to the
earth from whence it came. It’s
eerily silent walking past the
aviary to the clothesline, and
if I don’t watch it, I’ll soon find
myself talking to the clothes.

TRUEWOOD
CONSTRUCTIONS

Design
Construction
Sustainable

YOUR COMPLETE BUILDING AND DESIGN SERVICE

Paul Jenkins 0418 387 119
EMAIL paul@truewood.com.au

www.truewood.com.au

DIARY ADVERTISING DEADLINE

COPY CLOSES LAST FRIDAY OF THE MONTH
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The Grand Read returns
• Re-roofing & New Roofs • Gutterguard & Leaks
• Gutters & Downpipes
• Rainwater Tanks
• Skylights & Whirlybirds • Insulation

9844 3619 – 0411 267 490

selectmetalroof@optusnet.com.au
www.selectmetalroofing.com.au
A L L

W O R K

TOM KERKHOF

G U A R A N T E E D

Care about your
environment?

T E L E V I S I O N Naturally!

Servicing the area for 40 years

DIGITAL Televisions,
Stereo Systems, DVDs,
Digital Set Top Box Systems,
New Digital Television
Set-ups

Phone 9844 3970
Mobile 0408 175 274
27 Mitchell Ave, Warrandyte

PORT
DOUGLAS

Why not think
about joining your
local environment
group?
FRIENDS OF
WARRANDYTE
STATE PARK

Artur Muchow 0415 383 328

A BIT OF WARRANDYTE
BY THE SEA!
Available again after 2 years
(sorry to all those who have missed it)

WYTALIBA
Mudbrick Cottage
at Aireys Inlet

BEAUTIFUL PORT
“Shout Yourself to a Holiday”
APARTMENT – POOL – RESORT

SPECIAL DEALS
FOR MARCH 2015
2BR fully self contained 2 min
walk to famous 4 mile beach,
short walk to Macrossan
Street shops and world class
restaurants.
CONTACT OWNER DIRECTLY:

0409 359 240

Set on two acres of bush and
cottage garden it has three bedrooms
(2 queen beds, two singles),
a fully equipped kitchen, open fire,
courtyard with bbq. 15 min walk
(3 min drive) to beach, general store
and close to bush walks in the
Angahook State Forest.
Available Jan/Feb and all school
holidays. Minimum 2 night stay.

Phone Karen on 0425 609 789
for bookings and enquiries

painting &
decorating

Andrew John
Managing Director

p: 0412 765 210
e: andrewjohn75@optusnet.com.au
w: fourwallspainting.com.au
Member of Master Painters Association No. 3993

Ring or Email for a No Obligation Free Quote

Words, wine and food. Warrandyte’s annual feast of poetry and prose. Upstairs at
the Grand Hotel Warrandyte,
Tuesday March 24 at 7.30pm.
Call 9844 1839. Feature reader
is Alex Skovron along with
John Jenkins, Wendy Fleming,
Sandy Jeffs, Lisa Jacobson,
Karen Throssell, Helen Lucas
and Scott Podmore.

CFA auxiliary

Want to help the North Warrandyte CFA auxiliary, but
don’t see yourself on a fire
truck? Come along and support our dedicated band of
volunteers in the amazing
services they provide. We
meet at 7.30pm on the last
Wednesday of the month, at
the CFA station. For more information please email pete_
suzanne64@bigpond.com

Highland games

Come along on Sunday March
29 to East Ringwood Sports
Ground, corner of Mt Dandenong and Dublin roads,
East Ringwood, and join in
the celebrations of our 49th
year of Scottish heritage.
Pipe band competitions, a
variety of band displays, highland dancing, Scottish clans
with geneology information.
Swordplay and back wrestling,
fencing and a whole lot more.
Haggis and whisky tasting!
Adults $17, concession $15,
children under six free, 6-16
$8 and a family of four $35.
Free parking. More info www.
ringwoodhighlandgames.org.
au or 9515 3678

RSL gigs

The RSL Bands by the Bridge
famous live music sessions
are adding the second Friday
of the month to their calendar.
Rodeo Clowns, country rock,
Friday March 13 from 8-11pm.

Followed on Sunday March
29, 4-8pm, with Paulie Bignell
& The Thornbury Two, rock’
n’ blues’. BYO food platter
welcome. Band donation appreciated. Inquiries 9844 3567
after 4pm weekdays. RSL Club,
113 Brackenbury St (enter
from Mitchell Ave)

(Official) Selection at Melbourne International Film
Festival. Now You See Her
(world premiere) starring
Gael Ballantayne. Tickets
$10, Seniors $8. Refreshments
provided. For tickets contact
Gloria Holding 9844 1454 or
Joy Braybrook 9844 3663.

Grand gigs

Youth festival

Commencing 8. 30pm. Peter
Grant, Friday March 13. Saturday March 14, local band Rust.
Festival Friday, Long Gone
Daddys, March 20. Saturday
March 21, Big Note. Electric
Intent, Friday March 27. House
music/juke box, Friday March
3. Threezacrowd, Friday April
10 and Long Gone Daddys,
Friday April 17. Also, every
Thursday night from 8pm,
Harry Healy will be playing in
the Public Bar.

Katie Noonan

Performing at Wellers Restaurant on Friday March 13.
Songs from her new EP Peace
is My Drug.

Short Film

A screening of the finalists for
The Young at Heart Awards.
Best new Australian short
films starring seasoned actors, 60 plus. Attendees can
vote for the Peoples Choice
Award. Monday March 16,
1.30pm at the Senior Citizens Centre, 3 Taroona Ave,
Warrandyte. Films showing –
Crumble starring Roy Billing
(Underbelly, Rabbit Proof
Fence). Love Song Devotions

Sunday April 19, 11am-4pm
at Edendale Farm, Gastons
Rd, Eltham. A free event celebrating National Youth Week
around the theme “it starts
with us”. Youth bands, local
DJs, Nillumbik Youth Theatre,
photography and video exhibitions, circus performances,
homegrown arts stalls and
delicious food.

U3A courses

From 9am-Noon. Commencing
February 2 until April 2. Over
30 courses available in exercise, music, arts, humanities,
crafts and computers. Call
into our office at Norwood
Park, 125A Warrandyte Rd,
Ringwood, or phone 9879 2677
for more information.

Community grants

Community Grants are now
open for applications. Closes
Monday March 23. Go into
Manningham council’s website and click on grants. For
further information contact
Elissa Pachacz on 9840 9246.

Creative circle

Budding artists, crafters, po-

ets, knitters, water colourists,
writers or anyone with a creative passion, come along to
the Warrandyte Library for a
chat and share your work and
enjoy the creative pursuits
of others. First Thursday of
the month, 2pm-3.30pm. 168
Yarra St, Warrandyte. 9895
4250. No need to book, just
come along.

Local nursery

Have you visited your local nursery? Come along on
Thursdays between 9.30am
and 12.30pm, or the first Saturday of each month from 9am1pm and the first Sunday of
each month from 2-4pm. Purchase all your local natives.

artyfacts
Warranwood art
show

Warranwood Art Show 2015.
Saturday and Sunday, March
14 and 15, between 10am and
4pm at Oak Hall, Melbourne
Rudolph Steiner School, 213
Wonga Rd, Warrandwood.
Entry by donation. More info
call 9876 2633 or visit www.
warranwoodartshow.com.au

Warrandyte art
show

The 31st Rotary Warrandyte
Art Show, 20-22 March, Festival Weekend, at the Warrandyte Community Church, 57
Yarra St. Come along and view
some beautiful paintings.
Publicise your coming events.
Items for Buzz about Town are
welcome. Include full details of
date, place and time and post to:
Warrandyte Diary, PO Box 209,
Warrandyte VIC 3113, or email
briony@warrandytediary.com.au

X marks the spot for
Doncaster Rail fans
SUPPORTERS of Doncaster
Rail are invited to the MC2
Civic Plaza to take a “selfie” at the virtual entrance
to the Doncaster Hill train
station.
More than 10,000 residents are expected to be
living on Doncaster Hill by
2031 and there is strong
support towards the area
needing a rail connection
to the CBD to ease traffic
gridlock and provide a sustainable transport option in
the area.
The State Government has
not committed to delivering
Phase 2 of the Doncaster
Rail Feasibility Study, so the
Doncaster Rail Advocacy
Steering Committee is encouraging everyone to use
the power of the “selfie” to
continue to lobby for a commitment to deliver a heavy
rail line to Doncaster Hill
by 2029.
If you want to support the
Doncaster Rail campaign
simply grab your smart
phone and head to MC2
Civic Plaza at 687 Doncaster
Rd, Doncaster, stand on the
big X and say cheese.

The 3D image of the Doncaster Hill station entrance
will be accompanied by
instructions nearby of how
to take the best selfie and
where to upload your image
to Facebook, Twitter or
Instagram with the hashtag
#yestodoncasterrail
Interested people can like
and join the campaign on
Facebook at www.facebook.
com/DoncasterRail

DIARY MINI ADS
MOSAIC CLASSES in Warrandyte.
Make what you like. Includes some
materials and all equipment. Two
hour classes over a period of 10
weeks. Cost $100 Tuesdays and
Wednesdays, 4-6pm. Contact
Carolyn on 9844 1637.
SHAPES BOBCAT Call 9844 2117
or 0410 402 046.

VCE MATHS Tutoring available from
experienced VCE mathematics
teacher. Reasonable rates. Call
David on 9844 5727 for more info.

AUTHORISED CELEBRANT: 70
years young. 3000 weddings. Still
going strong. John Byrne 9844
2155, 0418 995 189.

SAFE AND SOUND PET CARE
We care for your pet when you
cannot be there. Honest, reliable
and professional care in your own
home. Phone Norma 0409 137 246.

M O S A I C S TA I N E D G L A S S
Beautiful panels for doors and
windows; natural themes and small
panels a specialty. Free quotes.
Shan 9712 0024.

MOBILE WOOD SPLITTING
SERVICE Ring Terry 0409 411 943
or leave a message on 9722 2592.
ALL REPAIRS HANDYMAN General repairs, odd jobs, gardening.
Free quotes. Bruno 0410 981 386.
WANT A MINI AD? Phone Briony
9844 0555.
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Alan Marshall
short story
award returns
FOR the 13th consecutive year
Nillumbik Shire invites local writers to submit their short stories
for the Alan Marshall Short Story
Award (AMSSA).
The award honours the life and
work of one of Nillumbik’s most
famous sons, Australian literary
icon, Alan Marshall.
A host of celebratory anniversary activities will accompany
the award this year including an
event honouring the contribution
of Gwen Ford, a Melbourne Writers Festival panel discussion and
the release of previous anthologies as part of a book crossings
initiative.
“The Award, which began in
1985, is the highlight of our literary arts program,” said Nillumbik
Shire mayor, Cr Helen Coleman.
“It all began with a young Eltham
resident, Alan Marshall, who
started his first job as a junior
clerk at the Eltham Shire Offices
in Kangaroo Ground and went on
to pen such classics as I Can Jump
Puddles and This is the Grass.
“I encourage established and
emerging writers to enter the
AMSSA in this anniversary year
and make their own contribution
to the rich literary history of this
Award.”
Writers may submit stories up to
2500 words in length. This year
the award will be judged by Archimede Fusillo; a former winner
and judge of the AMSSA. Fusillo is
a versatile and prolific writer who
has written eight novels and won
numerous awards including the
Italian Globo Tricolore Literature
Award.
Entries opened March 2 and
close April 30.
More info visit www.nillumbik.
vic.gov.au/AMSSA2015 email
artsinfo@nillumbik.vic.gov.au or
call 9433 3359.

Ekphrasis
poetry award
is back too
POETS from across Australia are
also invited to take part in the
2015 Nillumbik Ekphrasis Poetry
Award.
Poets are invited to respond to
selected artworks from the Nillumbik Shire Council Art Collection.
Each poem can be up to 12 lines
in length.
Cr Coleman said the award was
not only a celebration of literary
arts and the superb Nillumbik Art
Collection, but also the rich artistic heritage of the shire.
“I encourage writers from
Nillumbik and beyond to get
involved. This year’s artworks
reflect the Cultural Plan’s theme
of ‘Practice’ by representing a
diverse spectrum of the shire’s
artistic groups and activities including the newly installed public
art sculpture Queen of the Shire
by Deborah Halpern, Matcham
Skipper’s sculpture of composer
George Dreyfus and Tess Edwards’ print Werewolf.
You can view all the artworks at
the Civic Centre or on the Victorian Collections website,” Cr Coleman said.
Entries will be judged by Helen
Lucas, Steve Smart and the Diary’s
very own Karen Throssell. First
prize will receive $500, second
prize $300, third prize $200 and a
youth prize of $150 will be awarded to a poet aged 11-18 years.
Entries close March 30 and there
will be an awards ceremony on
June 25.
To commemorate the awards,
the winning and highly commended poems will be printed on a
series of postcards with their corresponding artwork.
Entry details are available at
www.nillumbik.vic.gov.au/
ekphrasis2015

Happy reunion at the hut
By VAL POLLEY

LARGE gathering
filled the Warrandyte
Cafe on February 28
when 50 or so members of the Jones/Holloway family met for
a Bark Hut descendents get-together. The bark hut where the family
once lived was situated close to
the Yarra River, near to where the
cafe is located today.
The focus for the evening was
an iconic photo taken some time
between 1894-1896. It was of a
mother, Elfreda Jones, and six of
her children outside a small bark
hut (she had nine children from
this marriage). Her husband John
Griffith Jones, an old resident
miner, died from inflammation of
the lungs in 1896 leaving her destitute. The Warrandyte community
rallied to help and a fund was established with several balls, concerts and gatherings being held to
raise money to support the family.
However, it was still insufficient
and four of the children were subsequently placed in an orphanage
for some years.
Elfreda later married another
miner, Edward Holloway, and had
a further three children. Edward
died in 1909 aged 54.
Descendents of the Bark Hut
family came from far and wide.
The oldest surviving grandchild,
Sylvia Malins, is 100 years old.
Her mother was Rachel (Sis), the
little girl in white at the right of
the photo. Another older grandchild present was George Thomas,

aged in his mid-nineties; his mother was Polly, the little girl on the
left of the photo.
A descendent, Helen Fitzgerald, who was responsible for the
organisation of the event, was
delighted with the reunion. She
spoke of her pleasure in seeing
so many of the family together
and remarked how they should
all be proud of being part of a
wonderful family with an amazing
history.
The weather was kind, a violent
thunderstorm holding off until
nearly the close of the evening.
The next day saw a Back to
South Warrandyte gathering at
Colman Reserve in South Warrandyte. Many of the members of
the Jones family attended along
with many other past and present
residents of South Warrandyte,
some from as far away as Darwin. The cricket club provided
refreshments, the local historical
societies were present, stories and
anecdotes were exchanged and
many photos passed around. The
organising committee professed
themselves delighted with the
day; the weather was benign; the
grounds at their best and all in all
everyone had a great time.
From left to right:
Elfreda’s grandchildren, Marg
Short, Sybil Malins, George
Thomas and Alma Ewart.
The large family group photo
(top) was taken in front of the
Bark Hut photo banner.

Pictures: STEPHEN REYNOLDS

Universal signs … they’re all there for us to see
Diary reader Mike from
North Warrandyte
snapped some interesting signs around the
traps over summer.
“What I find really
wonderful and interesting is that there are
some really nice people in our community
putting some of these
signs-messaging out
there for us all,” Mike
told the Diary. “I like
the broad range of the
‘signs’ including the
CFA sign which is new
for the summer we just
had.”
Thanks for sending
them in, Mike.
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Smells like team spirit

Ask
Mark
Health & fitness advice

By CHERIE MOSELEN

OXFAM Trailwalker is an epic test of
physical and mental determination
most participants are amazed to
complete once.
Paul Byrne-Moroney, who lives in
Eltham and maintains close ties with
the Warrandyte community, will be
staring down walk No.5 next month.
If he makes it he will join an elite
company of yellow bandana wearers
that have reached – in Oxfam terms
– “legend status”.
According to Victorian Aboriginal
Health Service Healthy Lifestyle’s
regional co-ordinator, Laura Thompson, Paul is “the lunatic and the
inspiration” behind VAHS entering
two Super Teams in this year’s Oxfam
Trailwalker.
“He throws a party after every
kilometre,” said Laura. “Forever the
optimist, just when you have given
up hope he will give you some of his.”
Paul is mentoring the Melbourne-based Aboriginal teams in
an event Oxfam describes as one of
the world’s ultimate team challenges.
“Four mates journey through
100km of bush trails within 48 hours
(in Melbourne, through Warburton
and the Dandenong Ranges). It is not
a relay – each team starts together,
sticks together and makes every
effort to finish together.”
A worldwide phenomenon now, the
event first began in 1981 as a training
exercise for the elite Queen’s Gurkha
Signals Regiment in Hong Kong.
It has since captured the spirit of
almost 200,000 people and raised
$140 million in support of Oxfam’s
work to overcome poverty in many
countries.
Paul, who works in the Office of
Aboriginal Affairs as a metropolitan
heritage officer, has been complementing his work with local community by supporting the global charity
for the past 10 years.
On the home front he is vice president of Nillumbik Reconciliation
Group and joined the Wurundjeri Stories stakeholder committee in 201314, which focused around Witton
Reserve (Bukkertilibu) Wonga Park
and erected Indigenous heritage signage in Warrandyte at Pound Bend.
Paul told the Diary his Trailwalker
history wasn’t something he took for
granted; it was hard won.
“To be honest, when I volunteered
for three previous events in a support role, I’d ruled out ever doing
it. I’m not competitive and I’d never
walked more than a few kilometres.
When I was 25 I’d ruptured a disc. At
45 I was unfit, and while passionate
about Oxfam, I was far from passionate about exercise,” he said.
“I started preparation for Trailwalker 2011 by walking to work (then living in Canberra) and remember telling work mates I’d just walked 8km,
thinking that was a big achievement!”
“My training consisted of hiking
10km around a lake or trudging up a
steep hill, exhausting myself, taking
selfies at the top and not training
again for a week.”
Paul walked up and down Kosciusko twice and after several months

Protein
power
Hi Mark,
I have just started lifting
weights and my friends all
take protein shakes. Do
they work and what kind
should I take?
Andrew, Warrandyte
Hi Andrew, almost everyone can get enough
protein from foods such
as chicken, tuna, eggs,
spinach, tofu, and healthy
adults should aim for about 45 to 56
grams of protein a day.
If you’re active, extra protein is
beneficial for muscle repair and recovery, muscle growth and building,
and enhanced performance results.
Regarding which kind of protein
to take, there are several. At Jetts
we stock BSC supplements and our
protein ranges from mass gain and
bulking protein to lean muscle mass
building and specialised women’s
shape protein.
It’s best to talk to a fitness professional or dietician before choosing a
certain type of protein.

Big hearts club: Oxfam trail walkers Paul Byrne-Moroney (third from left) with his team.

flew to Melbourne to join his team.
He described the resulting 36 hours
of his first Trailwalker event as a
“massive struggle”.
“As cold night temperatures and
persistent rain set in, the hills
through Belgrave and up to Olinda
were grueling. After 15 hours of
walking and at least 20 without sleep,
our bodies were crying out for rest.
We were drenched, cursing, feet red
and swollen from having walked
more than 40km,” said Paul. “We all
became a bit delirious actually and
sang silly songs for the next 15km,
desperate to get to our rest stop and
four hours of sleep.”
He said getting up and going on was
brutal but the team was “blessed”
with a support crew at the 55km
mark who delivered food, footbaths
and massages.
“When we reached the Warburton
golf course my legs were on fire but
I had to find strength for another
seven kilometres,” Paul said.
And ridiculous kilometres they

were. Straight up the back stairs of
Mount Little Joe, down the fire trails
then up the steepest of climbs.
“I had to stop every few metres to
catch my breath,” he said. “But then I
heard it – for the first time in 36 hours
– music. It became louder and louder
and the path opened up to a massive
clearing. I pushed on the final 400m
and could see lights, crowds of people, and that all-important finish line.
It was nothing short of incredible to
step across it.”
Paul said he still gets a big thrill
each time he crosses that line, although this one might feel doubly
special. As an event ambassador
this year, he will be supporting other
teams to reach their milestones –
“preferably without blisters!”
Aside from mentoring the Aboriginal teams representing VAHS, his
2015 ambassador duties include
speaking at the event launch night
and leading training walks for 25 - 120
participants (day and night).
Indeed, Paul is well placed to give

advice. He has finished every one
of his four previous 100km walks
and fundraised over $25,000 with
different teams.
The experienced trail-walker said
no matter how fit some people think
they are it is impossible to overstate
the importance of preparing for the
event. (Recently he walked 35km on
a 30-degree day from Eltham to Mooroolbark. On National Ride to Work
Day, he walked the 27km.)
“Bone-crushing exhaustion, physical complications – such adversity
can undo even the most tenacious
and the fittest among us,” said Paul.
“So I believe it’s important to train
well but still expect, mentally, to
approach the trail one step at a time.”
Oxfam Trailwalker Melbourne 2015
takes place across the weekend April
10-12. To monitor or support Paul’s
team, Smells Like Team Spirit or any
other team from Warrandyte and surrounds, visit the website https://trailwalker.oxfam.org.au/melbourne and
follow the prompts to ‘find a team’.

IMPORTANT : Pr otein shakes
should not substitute a nutritious,
healthy diet!! It is recommended
that protein shakes be consumed
post-workout within 30 minutes
of the completion of your session.
This will speed up the recovery
process and minimise post-workout
soreness.

THE PINES
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Running wild in 2015
By CLAIRE JONES

IT was a wild and woolly night
before the fourth annual Run Warrandyte event, but that didn’t deter
the crowds or the spirit of the occasion. It was terrific to see familiar
faces enter and complete their
chosen distance for the day.
And what fantastic conditions to
run in – certainly no need for the
CFA to cool down competitors this
year; nature took care of that with a
light sprinkle of rain.
However, that wasn’t enough to
dampen the mood of close to 500
runners, who gave it their all and
more to tackle the course and the
hill on Pound Rd.
The clubrooms provided an excellent backdrop for the event and the
culinary efforts by volunteers were
showcased. Muffins, egg and bacon
rolls and coffee were on offer for
the supporters as well as competitors once they’d done their dash.
First over the line in the Warran
Glen Garden Gifts Café 12km section was Andrew Reddie for the
males, closely followed by David
Owen and then Mark Byrne. In the
female category, Josette Loomes
took the honours from Sally Turner,
with Abby Wilson just behind in
third.
Matthew Nagel, who finished first
ahead of Martin Murray and Ben
McKinnon in third, won Harding’s
Swift Caravan Services 8km run.
Michelle Sansonetti was the victor
from the female runners, pipping
Emily Sharpe and Ellie Phillips.
In the Ruby Tuesday Jewellery
4km division, Bloods footballer
Luke Brewis won out over Murray
Harding and Kyle Appleby. For the
girls, Abbey Caldwell proved quickest, running well to come home
over Claire Kempster and then Sarah Dixon.
Last but not least, Charlie Parker
was quick enough to secure first
place in the Quinton’s SUPA IGA
2.25km slog. Finn Cussen came second and Carson Howard third. Zara
Marriot was the victor in the female
run, with Chloe Marriot and Molly
Cussen not far off the pace.
Individual results aside, everyone
was a winner on a day when the act
of competing meant making a difference for local sports clubs and
the community for Warrandyte.
The Under 8s particularly enjoyed
themselves in the Crystal Brook
Tourist Park Oval Dash, blitzing
round the oval so fast that volunteers struggled to maintain pace.
All participants received a certificate and chupa chupa thanks to
Warrandyte Lollies and Treats.
Meanwhile, Auman’s Orchard
kindly supplied fruit at the finish
line and Warrandyte Chemmart
provided jellybeans to give athletes
that extra spurt of energy.
Organisers and contributors extended warm appreciation to sponsors – some of whom have been
involved since the outset. Ongoing
support of the event and the local
sporting clubs was pivotal in allowing its continuation in 2015.
A full list of sponsors are all listed on the event website, and well
wishes are also extended to the
many volunteers who were on hand
throughout the morning to provide
support and direction.

Donald
just misses
big one
By MICHAEL DI PETTA

Pictures: STEPHEN REYNOLDS

Local businesses were also
influential on the day, with their
presence providing an excellent
atmosphere. Going out of their way
early on a Sunday morning is never
something easy to do and these

businesses did just that, as well as
Yarra Warra Kinder.
Adding some colour to the event,
the kinder was responsible for
providing groovy hairspray and
temporary tattoos for kids.

Congratulations to all who
participated – full results are
available at the website www.
warrandytesports.com.au
We hope to see you all back again
in 2016.

FAST4 coming to Warrandyte Tennis Club
By TRICIA BARRETT

WARRANDYTE Tennis Club is committing to running a new tennis format, FAST4, in Term 2 of the school
calendar. A quickened version of
the standard game, just one hour on
court will typically see three FAST4
sets completed.
This rapid format was a big hit
at the recent Open Day, as was
the challenging ball machine, aiming for targets, mini courts and
hot shots with modified balls.
FAST4 is an innovative social competition designed with the “time-poor”
person in mind, meaning that anyone, anywhere has time for tennis.
The fundamentals of the sport are

the same, but there are four fresh
rules that ensure matches are fun
and competitive. More importantly,
they can be completed within a reasonable period of time (20 minute
cap per set). Featured in the Legends
matches at the Australian Open, the
new rules include the playing of lets,
no ads after deuce, a tie breaker at
three games all, and the first player
to reach four games wins a set.
For more info contact president
Michael Holloway on 0414 095 644 or
visit warrandytetennisclub.org.au.
There will be come and try sessions
hosted for beginner/social and intermediate/advanced levels of players
in Term 2.

MOUNTING his various bikes at
the heavily anticipated International Island Classic, results were
something of a mixed bag for
Warrandyte’s superstar motorbike
rider Cameron Donald.
If not for a slight error in the
second of four races in the International Classic division, results
may have seen Donald crowned
as the overall individual winner.
Alas, a DNF (did not finish) in that
rued second race saw Donald
place a slightly disappointing
ninth overall.
However, in the Unlimited Classic section, three out of four race
wins saw Donald comfortably
take home glory on the back of
his treasured 1959 Harley Davidson. The achievement tasted
particularly sweet after the bike
struggled to maintain consistency
in the previous year’s campaign,
failing to finish the majority of its
races.
The Classic, held on Phillip Island for the 22nd consecutive year,
is considered one of Australia’s
premier racing events. Furthermore, it has become something
of a stomping ground for the
Warrandyte resident, who has
finished on the individual podium
twice, placing second and third
respectively, in the past five years.
The international event has four
nations competing - Australia,
United Kingdom, New Zealand
and United States, is scored over
four races and awards a nation
and individual racer accolades.
Disaster nearly struck for Donald before the races even began.
Setting qualifying times, a streak
of oil on the track sent the rider skidding off his bike at over
200km/h. Mercifully, he walked
away unscathed, fully fit to ride
the next day.
Despite finishing third after a
solid showing in Race 1, hitting
a false neutral on the fourth lap
of Race 2 all but ended Donald’s
chances of challenging for the
solo title, as he failed to finish the
race.
Stellar efforts resulting in two
fourth finishes in Race 3 and 4
only compounded the frustration
for the popular racer, who had to
settle for ninth place, with a total
of 112 points, 29 behind eventual
winner Ryan Farquhar.
Farquhar’s efforts, as well as
various mechanical failures for
the Australian riders, allowed the
UK to break the streak of Australian team victories, which sat at 10
years running.
Instead of dwelling on missed
opportunities in the International
Classic division, Donald maintains
that the event is primarily for
enjoyment and not personal glory. This attitude saw him bounce
back and breeze to victory in the
prestigious Unlimited Classic, winning four out of four races on the
back of his Harley Davidson.
Somewhat of a problem child at
last year’s event, the bike had no
such troubles this time around
and ran smoothly, allowing Cameron to assert his dominance in
the field.
Follow Cameron on Twitter at
#CameronDonald86
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Venom family fun
By NICOLE HOWARD

FEBRUARY may be the shortest
month of the year but it has certainly
been a jam-packed one.
Sunday February 15 was the inaugural Big V Family Day. The event was
a success with a big turnout, as well
as some great Big V talent on display.
Warrandyte will again have four
senior teams in the Big V and these
teams did more then just strut their
stuff on court. As well as playing in
front of the large crowd, they also
cooked food on the barbeque, painted faces and posed for photos.
This was also the first opportunity
for many of the young Warrandyte
players to see exciting USA import
Martino Brock suit up for the Venom
Senior Men. The annual singlet presentation was also part of the day
and the club was very fortunate to
have two fantastic sponsors present.
Major sponsors Peter Appleby of the
Grand Hotel Warrandyte and Lisa
Saunders from Eastside Mitsubishi
were there to present the players
with their uniforms.
If any local businesses or families
are in a position to sponsor a player
for the Big V season please contact
the Warrandyte Basketball office on
0477 111 971.
The Big V season begins this weekend (March 14-15).
While the senior comp is about
to kick off, the Redbacks domestic
program is in finals mode. With many
of our young Redbacks competing
there is some exciting basketball in
store for grand finals.
Furthermore, with the season
drawing to a close, Warrandyte Basketball is preparing for the Redbacks
Summer Season Presentation Night
on March 23. The Under 8, 10 and
12s is from 5.30pm to 6.15pm and the
U14, 16, 18 and 20s from 6.30pm-7pm
at the Warrandyte Sports Complex.
Though the summer season is soon
to end, the excitement of another
campaign is just around the corner.
Redbacks Winter Season registration
is now open and both returning and
new players can register at: https://
reg.sportingpulse.com/v6/regoform.
cgi?formID=47720&aID=5783.

Rubbing shoulders: Cassie Graczyk
with AFL legend Jonathon Brown.

Touchdown
for Cassie
By MICHAEL DI PETTA

MELBOURNE’S continued initiative
to embrace a multitude of sports
has paid dividends for yet another
talented local athlete.
Cassie Graczyk, a long time force
in the Park Orchards’ sporting community, is now a member of the Melbourne Maidens, Victoria’s franchise
in Australia’s Ladies Gridiron League.
Formerly known as the LFL, the Lingerie Football League, the institution
has reformed to produce a classier
and more professional image. Now
known as the Ladies Gridiron League
(LGL), Melbourne’s gridiron scene is
set to take off and Cassie has quickly
found herself at the forefront of it.
“I’d never played gridiron before,
I’ve always been really sporty, I
played tennis and basketball for Park
Orchards when I was younger and I
was always in the first teams at Yarra
Valley,” Cassie says.
“I went to a Ladies Gridiron Game
last year and I wasn’t doing anything
at the time, so I thought I’d give it a
crack.”
Applying in March last year, Cassie
safely navigated her way through the
training squad of 60, making the cut
as it was narrowed down to 20. With
the season proper commencing in
October, the team has been training
steadily at Albert Park and also running beach sessions.
Playing primarily as a defender,
Cassie has had to learn the rules,
tactics and mindset behind the game,
but it has been a challenge she has
thoroughly enjoyed and quickly
conquered.
“I play as a safety on defence,
we are kind of like the last line. If
the ball gets past us it’s real trouble. So we have to watch the ball,
follow it and protect the endzone.
But this year I want to try out for
a receiver and play offence, I don’t
quite have the size, but I’m working on my speed, and my greatest
skill is my hand eye coordination.”
In addition to their training regime, the Maidens have filled their
calendar by appearing at various
charity and fundraising events
in order to raise awareness for
the LGL and aid the greater Melbourne community at the same time.
Most recently, the team played in
a charity match for the Starlight
Foundation, in which a cast of celebrity AFL and NFL players, including
Jonathon Brown, Brendan Fevola and
Terrell Owens, all made appearances.
“It’s fantastic for us because we
get the chance to get some real
exposure and we need as much
as we can because the sport isn’t
Australian. But more than that, we
get to help as much as we can.”
Under the new LGL format, the girls
are certainly reaping the benefits in
multiple facets. From a professional
standpoint, the league is now far
more reputable and solid in its
planning. Although still self built,
the girls are now eligible to receive
sponsorship, the league has expanded to include eight teams, and
the relationship between the girls
and the coaches is extremely solid.
“Our five coaches are basically like
our dads, they really care, and they
are really responding to the league
being Australian run,” Cassie said.
For Cassie and her family, the journey is just beginning. Still playing
footy at Chirnside Park, Cassie is as
much the community sports girl she
always was previously and is using
these foundations to launch her
sport to bigger heights.

Junior Bloods step for the challenge
By TAYLOR PADFIELD

Pictures: ROSS SNOWBALL

THE Junior Bloods kick-started
their pre-season training recently by
taking part in an obstacle course at
Clifford Park. All of the teams were
broken into smaller groups and made
their way through 24 obstacles.
The obstacle course stretched out
along a 1km track through the dense
bush and consisted of log walls,
swinging tyres, mesh bridges, the
‘piranha pit’, tunnels, chain bridges,
tyre walls and swinging bridges.
Teamwork and communication
played a large part on the day.
The course proved to be quite challenging as teams were required to
use their athletic skills and exercise
strong teamwork simultaneously.
The day drew similarities from television show Survivor, and displayed
competiveness often seen in The
Amazing Race.
“The day provided a good opportunity for the team to bond and
welcome new players to the team.
The course had the right balance
between being challenging and fun.
The course was great for regrouping
and catching up with mates in order
to prepare for the upcoming season,”
according to Connor Huntly, an Under 15s player.
Each group of players crossed the
finish line together covered in mud,
but the mud did not seem to hide
the joy and enthusiasm each team
displayed in completing the course.
The best time was set by the Colts,
who completed the course in just
under 15 minutes, which was closely
followed by the Under 15s (19.53min)
and the Under 14s (27.33min). It was
a great turn out for the Warrandyte
Junior Football Club and an entertaining day for all.
The football season commences
on April 12.
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Records and a minor flag
By RYAN HOIBERG

Top effort: Fergus King.

Warrandyte
running
strong at AV
state champs
By ED MUNKS

WARRANDYTE’S female athletes
performed extremely well at the
recent Athletics Victoria Junior
State Track and Field Championships. Held at Lakeside Stadium,
there were highlights aplenty for
the spectators.
Nicole Reynolds secured two
gold medals in the Under 17 100m
and 400m hurdles. Similarly,
Abby Caldwell was awarded two
golds for her efforts in the long
distance categories. The young
star clocked impressive times to
win the U15 1500m (4 mins and
47 seconds) and the U15 3000m
(10:19mins).
Meanwhile, one of the most exceptional efforts was turned in by
Emily Sharpe. The U16s runner
ran seventh in the 800m, and due
to rain had to run the 1500m just
four hours later. In spite of that,
she ran brilliantly to place sixth in
a hotly contested final.
Harriette Glover also competed
superbly, running two age groups
up. The U12s competitor placed
ninth in the U14s 800m and 11th
in the U14s 400m.
At the Collingwood open day,
U10s athlete Alice Glover just
missed out on a medal with a
fourth place in both the 400m and
800m.
Last weekend the Eastern Metropolitan Region (EMR) competition
held in warm conditions at the
Knox track. The EMR event is used
as the qualifying event for Victorian State Little Athletics Championships later this month. In what is
regarded as the strongest region
in Victoria, there were lots of
highlights for the locals.
Alice Glover and Fergus King
represented the Under 10s, with
Alice placing seventh in the 400
and 14th in the Long Jump. Meanwhile, Fergus placed 16th in the
800m and 17th in the Triple Jump
categories.
The Under 12s had three candidates involved, Nicholas Sharpe,
who finished seventh in High
Jump, while Harriette Glover
placed fourth in both the 400 and
800m runs.
Ashlyn Krakouer rounded out
the three who consistently placed
in various events, including an
eighth in Discus, seventh in Shot
Put, sixth in Javelin and 15th in
the 100m.
Abbey Caldwell once again
completed her trick of earning
two gold medals in the U14s section, placing first in the 800m and
1500m events, while also securing
an impressive eighth in the Triple
Jump.
The final two competitors, U14s
allrounder Ben Munks and U15s
runner Mervyn Tan also impressed. Ben ran fourth and sixth
in the 400m and 1500m events respectively, and took home bronze
in both the Javelin and the Long
Jump. Meanwhile, Mervyn ran an
excellent sixth in the 100m.

CRICKET is currently the toast of
the nation, with the country hosting the 2015 World Cup. However,
the best talent and entertainment
on display in the hemisphere has
been down at Warrandyte Cricket
Club, if you ask Bloods supporters.
In the space of two weeks local
players have broken two records at
the state’s third oldest cricket club.
Additionally, the First XI have secured the minor premiership with
real momentum heading into finals.
On top of all this, Campbell Holland
managed to notch his 400th wicket
for the club. Rewarded as a Warrandyte Cricket Club life member at
the start of this season, this effort
reminded everyone why he is one
of the youngest to be given this
honour.
Firstly, in their Round 13 clash
with local rivals Warranwood, Cameron Day became the first player
since the inception of the club in
1855 (160 years) to post a double
century for the side. This achievement should not be understated in
the least.
Day, captain of the Third XI, who
currently sit on top of the Don
Smith Shield Ladder, posted 212
runs batting at the Warrandyte
home game at Stintons Oval. Day
opened the batting for the team
and was eventually dismissed with
the total at 384. His innings included 31 fours and stands out as a record moment in the club’s history.
Day was involved in four partnerships of over 50 runs, and also
a stand of 110 with Darcy Poole.
Warrandyte posted 425 from its 70
overs with the third-highest score
posted by Mitchell Canham (47).
Incredibly, this 160-year record
was almost broken two weeks
later by James Weatherley, who
posted 190 batting at first drop for
the Warrandyte Fourth XI against
Scoresby/Ferndale. If Weatherley
had played his innings a month
earlier, he would have posted the
highest club score, with an innings
including seven sixes.
Despite missing out on this honour, Weatherley can still take pride
in being part of a world record. The
team posted 9/584 from its 70 overs
and, no, that is not a typo.
Weatherley clearly led the way,
however skipper Dylan Burns (75),
Aron Closs (58) and Brandon Stafford (50) ensured the scoreboard
kept on ticking over. Incredibly,
Warrandyte got off to a slow start,
passing the 100 mark after 20 overs
and at the half way mark sat at
3/239 after 35 overs.
That meant Warrandyte scored
345 from the final 35 overs (averaging a run rate of 9.85). Notably, Nathan Aly had a long day umpiring
after scoring a duck.
In team news, Warrandyte’s First
XI secured the minor premiership
in the Bill Wilkins Cup after another
incredible year. Warrandyte finished an incredible 20 points clear

Master blasters: Alex Coutes, Luke Philpot, Brandon Stafford, Aaron Closs, Dylan Burns (C), James Weatherly,
Nathan Croft, Nathan Aly, Brett Kline and Bailey Bowyer.

of second place, including three
outright victories, just one loss and
holding the best percentage in the
competition.
This run resulted in Warrandyte
taking 18 more wickets and scoring
500 more runs than any side in the
league, a great result for new coach
Jake Sherriff and skipper Chris
Barry. Both have led from the front
with Barry possibly having secured
competition batting average and
Sherriff finishing the year with an
unbeaten century against Croydon
Ranges.
This game also introduced Mark
Baker to the First XI squad and
marked him as player No. 443 to
represent the club at the top level.
Baker took the new pill and had
two wickets to his name, partnering young Luke Killey who took
six wickets to finish the season off
with strong intent heading into the
finals in March.
Results:
First XI Round 5: Warrandyte dec 5/110 (Dehmel
42) and dec 4/73 (C Barry 40*) d Croydon
Ranges 108 (Holland 6/19) and 74 (Sherriff
9/34). Round 6: Warrandyte dec 7/304 (Dehmel
96, D Barry 68*, Gamble 57) d Chirnside Park
117 (Sherriff 7/32) and 128 (Sherriff 4/40, Killey
3/24). Round 7: Warrandyte 191 (Taylor 48,
Cleaves 41) d Montrose 9/119 (Cleaves 3/29,
Holland 2/17). Round 8: Warrandyte 7/147 (C
Barry 39) d East Ringwood 144 (Holland 3/25,
Sherriff 2/11). Round 9: Warrandyte 331 (C
Barry 95, Sherriff 86*, Cleaves 72) d Wonga

Park 189 (T Baker 2/34, Sherriff 2/47). Round 10:
Warrandyte 158 (Barry 35) lost to Croydon North
161 (Sherriff 4/35, Holland 3/22). Round 11:
Warrandyte 9/230 (Sherriff 101*, Gamble 38) d
Croydon Ranges 146 (Killey 6/50, M Baker 2/24).
Second XI Round 5: Warrandyte 143 (Taylor
50) lost to Croydon Ranges 273 (Gaffney
5/62). Round 6: Warrandyte 103 (Ellis 43*) lost
to St Andrews 205 (Gaffney 4/36, Warren 2/22).
Round 7: Warrandyte 137 (T Baker 43) lost to
Scoresby/Ferndale 2/141 (T Baker 1/28). Round
8: Warrandyte 2/213 (Lander 117* Bowyer 53)
d. Warranwood 5/208 (Smead 3/28). Round 9:
Warrandyte 230 (Gamble 64) lost to. Montrose
8/233 (Gaffney 3/38, M Baker 3/43). Round 10:
Warrandyte 8/342 (Bowyer 114*, Nillson 56,
Gamble 54) d Croydon North 314 (Warren 6/81).
Round 11: Warrandyte 304 (T Baker 65, Bowyer
63) d. Croydon Ranges 299 (Lander 4/41,
Gaffney 3/52).
Third XI Round 8: Warrandyte dec 6/195 (Rees
71, Bowen 47) d Montrose 47 (Jackson 5/10)
and 6/60 (Gidley 6/60). Round 9: Warrandyte
8/202 (Molyneux 51*, Day 40) d Warranwood
195 (Ison 3/23, Gidley 3/37). Round 10:
Warrandyte 3/115 (Molyneux 39) d South
Warrandyte 9/111 (Prangley 3/17). Round 11:
Warrandyte 87 (Jackson 36) lost to Ainslie
Park 6/192 (Closs 2/32, Lockie 2/42). Round
12: Warrandyte 9/227 (Canham 72, Molyneux
41) d. Eastfield 177 (Canham 5/20). Round
13: Warrandyte 5/425 (Day 212, Canham
47) d Warranwood 127 (Gidley 4/28). Round
14: Warrandyte 242 (Ison 70, Jackson48) d
Montrose 253 (Jackson 3/31, Lockie 2/40).
Fourth XI Round 8: Warrandyte 5/257 (Molyneux
73, Stafford 43, J Poole 42) d. Scoresby/Ferndale
8/250 (Molyneux 4/62). Round 9: Warrandyte
7/202 (Kline 67*) d Wantirna South 176 (Burns

3/49, Kline 2/10). Round 10: Warrandyte 4/188
(Weatherley 48, Coutts 42)) d Lilydale 182 (Kline
4/36, Croft 2/18). Round 11: Warrandyte 126
(Stafford 37) lost to South Croydon 7/226 (Croft
3/28). Round 12: Warrandyte 4/171 (Croft 82*)
d. East Ringwood 166 (Closs 3/41). Round 13:
Warrandyte 267 (Kline 58, Weatherley 35) d
Wantirna South 149 (Burns 5/29). Round 14:
Warrandyte 9/584 (Weatherley 190, Burns 75) d
Scoresby/Ferndale TBA.
Fifth XI Round 8: Warrandyte 233 (Heyward
3/32) lost to South Croydon 253 (G Rees 5/17).
Round 9: Warrandyte 176 (Baker 56, Warren
55) lost to Kilsyth 197 (Rees 4/55). Round
10: Warrandyte 8/188 (Markwell 50*) lost to
Heathmont Baptists 6/246 (Rees 2/36). Round
11: Warrandyte 4/193 (Thomas 48*, Hanson 43)
d. Wonga Park 9/141 (McKenzie 3/34, B Thomas
2/5). Round 12: Warrandyte 9/343 (Zack 79*, P
Grocott 57) d. Croydon Ranges 9/314 (Sproat
3/43, Reardon 3/58). Round 13: Warrandyte 122
(Rees 32) and 114 (Thomas 45) d Kilsyth 6/251
dec (Huntly 4/53). Round 14: Warrandyte 247
(Hanson 88) lost to South Croydon 268.
T20 Round 1: Warrandyte 8/189 (C Barry 44, D
Barry 38) d. South Warrandyte 6/151 (Holland
2/13). Round 2: Warrandyte 9/126 (Sherriff
49) lost to Warranwood 9/130 (Holland 5/18).
Round 3: Warrandyte 7/215 (Sherriff 68, Lander
33) d. Croydon North 96 (Killey 4/16). Round 4:
Warrandyte 4/188 (D Barry 59, Mooney 56*) d.
North Ringwood 8/148 (Holland 3/28). Round
5: Warrandyte 9/152 (Lander 34) d. Wonga Park
129 (C Barry 3/23, Dehmel 3/27). Qualifying
Final: Warrandyte 6/211 (Dehmel 66, C Barry
38) d. Wantirna South 125 (Killey 3/16, T Baker
2/19). Semi Final: Warrandyte 7/167 (Sherriff
67, Dehmel 53) lost to Montrose 4/172 (D Barry
1/21).

South Warrandyte Hawks finals bound
By FRANS BROUWER

WITH two rounds to play at the time
the Diary went to press, the First XI
was fourth, the Second XI second,
the Third XI fourth and the Fourth XI
sixth. All sides managed to hold or
better these positions by the season’s
end, with the First and Second XI’s
both maintaining their ladder places.
Meanwhile, the Third and Fourth XI
each managed to rise a position, to
finish third and fifth respectively.
The Second XI has a double-chance
away to North Ringwood, while the
Third XI has a home elimination final
against Montrose. The First XI will
have to survive an away elimination
final – also against Montrose.
All three junior teams will play
finals, as did the O40s.
The Over 50s finished their campaign with just one match victory for
the season, although they narrowly
lost a couple of others.
The O40s finished top of their grade
and were due to play Wonga Park in
a semi final, but were “heated out”,
as the game was abandoned due

to a forecast temperature above
36C. Therefore they marched into
a Grand Final at Chirnside Park
against Mooroolbark on March 1.
However, things didn’t start as
planned for the side, with Darren
Johnson top scoring with 40 in a
total of 144. But a slow outfield due
to the storm the previous evening
was to blame. Mark Bourke managed
to break through first ball and took
another wicket in the same over to
leave Mooroolbark in real danger.
At 7/96 and 10 overs left, the result
was still in doubt, and Mooroolbark
battled on before three quick wickets
ended it at 136, securing hopefully
the first of many flags this season.
Club treasurer and life member Alan
Duffus was able to award the Masters
four trophy, which was named after
him, to a team from his own club.
The last of the playing action came
between the Junior Brown and Gold
teams who faced off in the last round
on February 27. Invitations were
sent to nearby schools for Prep to
Grade 3 students to watch and re-

ceive a free sausage and soft drink.
Off the field, over 120 competitors
participated in the Trivia Night last
month, a great success, with thanks
once again to Vee Williams and Meagan Price. Paul Foley and Vee then
ran a brilliantly combined sponsors’
lunch and fundraiser for the Community Fund on February 21.
The senior presentation night will
be held on Friday April 10 at the Grand
Hotel Warrandyte, our club’s sponsor.
Finally, the Back to South Warrandyte
reunion was held at Colman Park on
March 1.
Colman Park is named after the
late John Colman, who founded
the club and was its first president for over three decades.
So it was only fitting that the club
should throw open its doors for
Colman descendants, together with
current and former local residents
to converge on the club for the function proper. The historical societies
of Warrandyte and Ringwood also
participated with displays of memorabilia. Just under 150 attended.

Results:
First XI (Wilkins) fourth, with 7 wins and 4
losses. Highlights during February: Josh Barrett
45, Steve Garrett 42 no (Round 10); Garrett 52
and 5/42 (Rd 11).
Second XI (A Grade, second, 8-6, including two
outright wins): Paul Milne 39 no, Matt Sharrock
4/50 (Rd 13); David Cutler 109 (Rd 14).
Third XI (D Grade, third, 9-5): James Fasan 56,
Sean McMahon 4/49 (Round 13); Jack Hall 83,
Brett Careedy 63, Troy Donis 4/26 (Rd 14).
Fourth XI (F Grade, fifth, 7-7, and only a game
behind 4th): Darren Johnson 88, Ben Hartrup 61,
Jack Fasan 50, Dan Wright 47no, Declan Mulqueen
4/33, Nick Walker 3/35 (Rd 13); Kane Hartrup 51
no, Ben Hartrup 46, Ben Hartrup 5/10 (Rd 14).
Juniors:
U16-2 (1st, seven wins including one outright, no
losses, one bye): Adam Johnson 87, Jack Sims
26, Max Lowther 5 overs 3/2 including hat trick
(Round 9); Mikey Gibbons 53 no, James Fasan 3
overs 5/9 – the last five wickets (Rd 10).
U14-3 (1st, seven wins, no losses and one
washout): Jordan Milne 38, Jack Spicer 29 no
(Rd 9); Pat Fasan 25 retired (Rd 10).  
U12-3 (3rd, 6-4): Lucas Mazurkiewicz 21 retired
(Rd 9); Lachlan Hall 19 retired (Rd 10).
U10 (non-competitive)
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